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uncertainty about the changes, the CSWE was

fully implemented by the beginning of 1993 in

most State AMESs, and by 1994 all states other

than South Australia and Queensland had

adopted the CSWE. Queensland used the

Certificate in Education for Adult Immigrants

from Non-English Speaking Backgrounds and

adopted CSWE in 1995. South Australia

undertook a process of assessing curriculum

options.

The CSWE has also been adopted by the

school sector in New South Wales and by other

language sectors, including Aboriginal language

programs. This diversity of users bears witness to

the original decision to make the outcomes

statements as broad as possible. The CSWE has

also been used by other countries to inform their

own curriculum developments. For example, it

informed the development of ESL Benchmarks

in Canada.

One of the innovative features of the CSWE

is the support structures

developed to support the

implementation of the

curriculum. NSW AMES has

provided a service to answer

questions about the CSWE and

has held regular moderation

forums which bring teachers

together from all over Australia

to moderate student

performances and to workshop the development

of assessment tasks. 

The CSWE was developed specifically for

the AMEP client group. It allows service

providers to tailor each client’s learning program

to take account of their English language

proficiency at entry and factors which may

impact on their learning such as background,

literacy in their first language, years of formal

schooling and use of Roman or non-Roman

script. Because of its unique suitability to AMEP

The CSWE has also been
adopted by the school
sector in New South
Wales and by other
language sectors,
including Aboriginal
language programs.

NSW AMES CURRICULUM

UNIT 1985. THE UNIT WAS

SET UP IN 1984 TO

COORDINATE

PROFESSIONAL

DEVELOPMENT AND

COMPRISED FOUR SECTIONS

DEALING WITH PROGRAMS,

MATERIALS, STAFF AND

RESOURCES. EACH

CENTRE/PROGRAM

ELECTED A

REPRESENTATIVE TO LIAISE

WITH THE UNIT.

(REPRODUCED BY

PERMISSION OF NSW

AMES.)
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students, the use of the CSWE as a curriculum

framework and for reporting learner outcomes

was mandated in the AMEP tender process which

was completed in June 1998. In addition to

meeting the needs of AMEP clients, the CSWE

offers benefits to the Department of Immigration

since it enables the comparison of learner

outcomes nationally across all contracts.

The NSW Vocational Education and

Training Board (VETAB) is now responsible for

the administration and maintenance of the

CSWE.

BUILDING INDIGENOUS STUDIES

INTO THE CURRICULUM

In 1997, an English language teaching
resource kit aimed at fostering migrants’
understanding of indigenous Australians
and their cultures was intiated by the
Department of Immigration as part of its
contribution to the process of
reconciliation. 

The kit, entitled Wanyaarri – a word from the

Yindjibarndi language in north-west Western

Australia which means hear, listen, understand –

comprises video and written materials for use in

the AMEP curriculum.

The kit was developed for the Department of

Immigration by NSW AMES in collaboration

with indigenous communities. It is designed to

provide AMEP teachers with readily available

resources to build indigenous studies into the ESL

curriculum, thereby promoting a positive

relationship and developing links between

migrants and indigenous Australians. NSW

AMES was awarded a Council for Aboriginal

Reconciliation Certificate for the development

of Wanyaarri in February 1997.

CONCLUSION

For the 50 years described in this historical
review, the AMEP has continued to be a
leader in the development of teaching
methodologies in TESOL. 

The commitment of teachers and staff and

the changing pattern of student needs have

stimulated a continual questioning of the status

quo and the appropriateness of particular

methodologies. The task of the adult TESOL

teacher has continually grown and changed and

AMEP teachers have been in the forefront of all

developments – assisted by a strong national and

State commitment to maintaining quality

program services that also recognise the need for

continued staff development.

The development of flexible delivery with

the assistance of technology, the acceptance in

society of the reality of lifelong learning, and the

increased focus on individualised solutions for

learning as complementary to classroom-based

provision are relevant to the AMEP as it looks to

the year 2000. In 1998 discussions were held by

NCELTR and AMEP providers on the

development of further curriculum options for

students, and interest has been shown in projects

being undertaken in various states. For example,

in Victoria a committee is considering an ESL

Curriculum Framework project which describes

the learning outcomes that are currently used in

English as Second Language courses in the

Vocational Education and Training sector. 

The following humorous anecdote from

Andrew Hillier of AMES Western Australia

underlines reasons for the program’s success. It

depicts the extra effort made by AMEP teachers

to add real-life experiences to classroom learning,

showing not only how to make classroom lessons
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come to life but also demonstrating the teacher’s

acceptance of the students as adults and friends.

(Hillier 1998):

At the beginning of term I decided to ask students

whether they would like to play tennis after class on

Monday as we have three courts next to us. The

response was frighteningly positive and the sessions

have fully tested my limited coaching skills. Armed

with racquets provided by the college, 20 students

descended upon the courts for the first session, which

was devoted to needs analysis and testing using the

ATPR (Australian Tennis Proficiency Rating).

By this stage I was breaking out in a cold sweat and

earlier thoughts of simply arranging groups of four

were proving to be sadly wrong. The first class

would, to the casual observer, have resembled a

flyswatting competition rather than a tennis

session. There was plenty of conversation as we

played!
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The curriculum activities described in
Chapter 5 were underpinned by a range of
support services integral to their success.
These include the professional
development of teachers, the development
and publication – often by practising
teachers themselves – of teaching
materials, research within the program and
assessment and evaluation of curriculum
development. As new technologies
develop, they also have an impact on the
delivery of the program.

Professional development for teachers in the

AMEP can be roughly divided into three phases

corresponding with changes in the role of the

AMEP. During the first 20 or so years of the

program there was a single curriculum and all

teachers were expected to teach the same way,

following the set texts of the day. By the 1970s

the AMEP client base was broadening and

teachers were questioning the wisdom of one

course for all. Teachers began producing their

own materials and at the same time demanding a

wider range of published materials. 

In the 1980s and 90s the National

Curriculum Resource Centre (NCRC), then the

National Centre for English Language Teaching

and Research (NCELTR) encouraged teacher-

initiated action research and closer liaison with

classroom teachers. The 1990s also heralded

changes in methodology brought about by the

adoption of the competency-based model and

technological advances. The nature of AMEP

providers also changed with the beginning of

tendering. 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

The opportunity to undertake professional devel-

opment is an essential resource for any language

teacher. It is central to informing oneself about

new developments in policy, theory and practice,

being exposed to new methods and technologies

and having opportunities to exchange practical

ideas about effective teaching and learning. 

(Burns 1996:2)

As teachers’ roles have changed over the years, so

too have provisions for professional

development. In Table 6.1 overleaf a comparison

of the requirements for AMEP teachers as they

appeared in advertisements from different eras

illustrates these changing roles.

THE EARLY YEARS

The AMEP began with a flurry in the summer

vacation of 1948 and quickly expanded. By

January 1949, teacher training was also well

under way with five vacation schools of

instruction offering guidance

and support to class teachers.

These training sessions were

designed to increase efficiency

of instruction and to ensure that

the methods used in

continuation classes were

similar to those employed in

earlier parts of the program.

Demonstration lessons were given to

introduce teachers to the situational method and

films were made to assist in the training. As the

program expanded from the initial Reception

Centres to the Holding Centres and scattered
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essential resource for any
language teacher.
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continuation classes, regional schools were held

to offer support and training for new teachers. At

this time there was a shortage of suitably qualified

teachers and to solve the problem, in addition to

the vacation schools, full-time supervising

instructors were appointed who then found other

suitable people to conduct classes under their

guidance. 

Numbers attending vacation schools were

reported in the Annual Report of the

Commonwealth Office of Education (COE) in

1952 (Table 6.2). The 1952 Annual Report also

noted that evening demonstrations using actual

continuation classes were conducted for the first

time and were found to be a valuable addition to

the program.

As in all areas of education during the 1950s,

there was a set curriculum and all teachers were

expected to teach ESL in the same way, following

the text from lesson to lesson. Student progress

was marked by the completion of units of

instruction and the administration of tests at

various stages. All teachers used the books issued

by the Commonwealth Office of Education

State Number of Dates of schools Number of 
schools held teachers attending

NSW 2 15–17 Jan 1952 36

17–19 Dec 1952 60

Victoria 1 9–11 Jan 1952 41

Queensland 1 6–8 Aug 1952 32

South Australia 1 9–11 Sept 1952 29

Western Australia 1 21–23 Jan 1952 37

Tasmania 1 26–27 Aug 1952 15

TABLE 6.2:

TEACHER

ENROLMENTS IN

VACATION SCHOOLS

1952.

TABLE 6.1:

REQUIREMENTS FOR

AMEP TEACHERS

FROM 1948 TO 1997.

1 9 4 8  1 9 8 6 1 9 9 7

1  Teaching experience, 1  Mandatory: Approved teaching Mandatory: teaching

preferably in languages qualifications qualifications and specialised 

training in TESOL

2  Ability to speak Russian, 2  Desirable: Demonstrated 1  Competency: professional skills

German or any Baltic or ability and experience in the 2  Competency: customer service focus

Slavonic languages teaching of English as a Second 3  Competency: flexibility/adaptability

Language 4  Competency: teamwork and cooperation

3  University degree and Appropriate specialist qualifications 5  Competency: organisational 

training in teaching desirable would be an advantage. and commercial

though not essential



through the Language Teaching Section (which

became the Language Teaching Branch

following the passing of the Immigration

[Education] Act, 1971).

Typical provisions for teacher training in

these early years are recalled by Lois Carrington

in A real situation (1997:27):

The earliest instructors were trained in the method

by Dr Crossley. There were training sessions for

new instructors, ‘on the job’ for many when first

joining the service, and one of about a fortnight’s

duration at Head Office with practical work 

generally at Bathurst. George Pittman ran a

course for 20 people in October 1950 with Lea

Sim as his demonstrator. Pittman carried out

annual inspections of all instructors. These reports

were the basis of annual increments!

Advisory teachers played a significant role in the

teacher training program during this period.

They were initially employed by the

Commonwealth Office of Education and

attached to state offices, but following a 1951

agreement, state education departments

appointed advisory teachers, many of whom were

full-time primary school teachers in the day and

worked as advisory teachers at night to support

the evening continuation classes.

THE 1970S AND 1980S

Throughout the 1970s and 1980s in-service

programs provided at national, State and

provider levels expanded. The centralised

programs of the early years were appropriate

while the program was limited in size, but as

waves of migration continued and the demand

for English classes expanded, the teacher training

program requirements changed. 

In-service sessions accommodated these

developments by offering orientation sessions

which included classroom observation for newly

appointed teachers and on-going sessions aimed

at meeting the specific needs of teachers at the

local level. The focus on the role of the teacher

in the learner-centred curriculum meant that

teachers were making explicit demands for
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AT A TEACHER TRAINING SESSION IN 1972 JEAN HUNT, DIRECTOR OF

AMES VICTORIA, PRESENTED A FIVE-POINT LESSON PLAN FOR TEACHERS

THAT COULD BE APPLIED TO ANY UNIT OF SITUATIONAL ENGLISH.

STEP 4 IS SHOWN ABOVE.
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training and the Department of

Immigration continued to

support the training programs. 

Regular teacher training

sessions continued to be run by

state offices whenever the need

arose and were conducted by

practising teachers as well as

advisory teachers. Other opportunities for

professional development also began to be

established.

The Language Teaching Branch arranged

seminars and conferences for ESL teachers. These

seminars were designed to provide a forum for the

exchange of ideas on approaches, methodologies,

information and trends in the English language

teaching area. Flowing from the Galbally Report

(1978) the Branch took over the role of

monitoring programs across the education

portfolio. Responsibilities included:

♦ the development of policy proposals on

English language teaching aspects of the

Government’s programs of education for

migrants, Aboriginals and overseas students;

♦ the production and evaluation of materials for

teaching English as a foreign language, as well

as English as a second language;

♦ research and development in language

teaching and maintenance of contact with

relevant authorities in Australia and overseas;

♦ the provision of teacher education programs;

♦ the provision of objective tests for assessing

English language achievement of adult

migrants and overseas students wishing to

study in Australia;

♦ the administration and marking of tests.

From the mid-1970s increasing numbers of

teachers took Teaching English as a Second

Language (TESL) modules in their pre-service

training and opportunities for post-graduate

TESL studies were actively sought by AMEP

teachers. As well as undergraduate modules in

TESL, tertiary institutions began to offer post-

graduate courses in TESL and multicultural

studies. In 1973 Armidale College of Advanced

Education established the Diploma of Migrant

Teaching which attracted 750 inquiries and 350

applications for the 40 available places. 

On the initiative of the Committee on

Migrant Education, a seminar took place at

Macquarie University in 1974 to discuss the role

of teacher educators, the importance of providing

pre-service education in the social and cultural

backgrounds of the various ethnic groups, and the

reality of multilingual classes.

THE DEMAND FOR MORE EXTENSIVE

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

The 1979 Australian Ethnic Affairs Council

Report noted (1979:223):

Until quite recently, TESOL methodology, 

principles and, consequently, teacher training

followed the original guidelines laid down by the

early developers of the migrant education program.

That program, in its initial stages, was innovative,

geared to the special Australian requirements and

based on the then most up-to-date information on

overseas developments in TESL/TEFL

methodology. The principles were, broadly,

emphasis on aural/oral skills, and on practice of

sentence patterns through specially devised

language drills in which sentences were presented

and practised in relevant situations created in the

classroom…

The diversification of types of programs in recent

years, the adaptation of courses to special needs of

From the mid-1970s
increasing numbers of
teachers took Teaching
English as a Second
Language (TESL)
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particular types of learners, and the new theoretical

orientation all place a very much greater burden of

responsibility on the TESL teacher. It is crucial for

multicultural education that the training of all future

ESL teachers be such as to equip them for this most

exacting and demanding professional task.

A research study into teacher development was

commissioned by the Department of

Immigration in 1979. It consulted with AMEP

teachers across Australia and, with reference to

the rapid changes within the AMEP, stated in the

findings that it was ‘apparent that this new

multiplicity of roles required maturity, patience,

understanding and tolerance in addition to

teaching qualifications’. Referring to

correspondence received from teachers in

Western Australia, researchers reported:

In recent years, following a rapid expansion of the

AMEP and developments in ESL methodology,

the role of AMES teachers has changed dramati-

cally. Teachers have had to respond to the added

responsibilities of designing their own courses and

materials and implementing a sophisticated new

methodology by developing their individual exper-

tise and resources. When the new AMEP method-

ology was implemented in 1979, many teachers

working within the program in Western Australia

were experienced in teaching English to adult

migrants but had no formal teaching qualifica-

tions. Few teachers were in possession of a recog-

nised TESL qualification which would satisfy the

requirements of adult migrant teachers.

The Campbell Report (1985) commended the

dedication of teachers to the general task of

assisting migrants in the settlement process and

considered that teachers had earned the right to

better professional development services, career

structures and support. The report asserted that

both pre-service and in-service courses needed to

be instituted on a much wider scale. It pointed

out that teacher development was much more

than undertaking a few formal courses at a

university or college of advanced education, it

was a career-long process. 

The National Curriculum Resource Centre

(NCRC) replaced the Language Teaching

Branch in the mid-1980s. This redefined the

focus from general to specific adult learner issues

and helped to bring to the national program a

greater clarity in teaching methodologies and

professional development.

An important aspect of professional

development in the AMEP has always been the

dissemination of information to

teachers through publications.

In the early years the Language

Teaching Branch provided

regular bulletins and

newsletters to teachers, and in

1985 the NCRC was

instrumental in establishing

Prospect, a journal which

currently serves as a focal point

for ESL teachers in Australia.

The stated aims of the journal were to:

♦ provide information on initiatives and

directions within the program;

♦ present articles on applied research and

theoretical issues of concern to those involved

in language teaching;

♦ present articles on practical issues related to

course design and methodology.

THE 1990S

Teacher training in the AMEP continued to be

supported through centralised initiatives: firstly

The Campbell Report
(1985) considered that
teachers had earned the
right to better professional
development services,
career structures and
support.
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the Language Teaching Branch, then the

National Curriculum Resource Centre and,

currently, the National Centre for English

Language Teaching and Research (NCELTR).

Special funding from the Department of

Immigration was made to each of these bodies to

provide services to the Department and all

AMEP providers. 

The current brief of NCELTR in regard to

professional development is indicated in the

1996 report of activities (NCELTR 1996:13):

♦ A program of four National Working Forums,

offered to AMEP staff and other key

participants from educational, government and

vocational educational and training contexts;

♦ A program of four symposia and short courses

offered both to national and international

participants on topics of current interest in

second language and research;

♦ Professional development support, workshops

and consultation for AMEP and ESL

institutions;

♦ Seminars involving visiting academics and

researchers;

♦ The coordination and conduct of specific

NCELTR Special Research projects in

collaboration with the NCELTR Research

Section and with AMEP providers.

For the smaller providers such support is essential

and provides supplementary opportunities to

locally organised programs. In recent years

NCELTR has co-hosted the National Working

Forums with other institutes.

Significant changes have taken place in the

way teacher training is offered by providers. These

changes are often related to the terms and

conditions of employment and reflect the reality

that many providers are not only offering AMEP

OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS HAVE BEEN AN IMPORTANT ASPECT OF TEACHER DEVELOPMENT SINCE THE EARLY YEARS OF THE AMEP. ENGLISH… A NEW LANGUAGE

WAS PUBLISHED BY THE COMMONWEALTH DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION IN 1950. FROM 1973 THE TEFL/TESL NEWSLETTER WAS PREPARED BY THE LANGUAGE

TEACHING BRANCH OF THE COMMONWEALTH DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, WHILE PROSPECT WAS FIRST PUBLISHED BY THE NATIONAL CURRICULUM

RESOURCE CENTRE IN 1985 AND IS NOW PUBLISHED BY THE NATIONAL CENTRE FOR ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING AND RESEARCH.
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courses but are also offering a variety of courses

funded by State governments or through open

tendering or user pay options. In many instances

training programs are linked to individual

training plans developed by staff in accordance

with the strategic plan of the organisation.

Curriculum days at local centres focus on

identified training needs of staff while conferences

and special seminars or online opportunities are

offered to supplement local arrangements.

THE EFFECTS OF TENDERING

The tendering of the AMEP has implications for

the provision of professional development to

AMEP teachers, as evident in the contractual

arrangements between the Department and the

service providers. All professional staff must be

registered, licensed and hold the appropriate

professional qualifications, credentials and

accreditation. Service providers must provide

ongoing professional support and development

for teaching and other staff, although the

contracts do not specify standards for the

minimum requirement in regard to professional

development or research. In his report to DIMA

NATIONAL WORKING FORUMS, ORGANISED BY THE NCELTR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

SECTION AND CO-HOSTED BY VARIOUS OTHER INSTITUTES, PROVIDE AN OPPORTUNITY FOR

REPRESENTATIVES OF KEY PROVIDERS AND POLICY MAKERS IN ADULT ESL AND LITERACY TO

MEET AND SHARE INFORMATION, RAISE ISSUES AND DISCUSS COMMON CONCERNS.

INFORMATION ON ISSUES COVERED IN THE FORUMS IS PUBLISHED IN NEWS FROM THE FORUM.

THE QUALITY OF TEACHING

IN THE AMEP HAS BEEN

ENHANCED BY THE STRONG

COMMITMENT TO ONGOING

TEACHER TRAINING.
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in 1998 Dr Andrew Lohrey (1998:12) noted the

example of a situation in the early 90s where the

Special Intervention Program (SIP) was tendered

out by the Commonwealth Department of

Employment, Education and Training (DEET)

following the legislative changes in 1992. These

divided responsibility for ESL settlement and

labour market programs between the

Departments of Immigration, and Employment,

Education and Training respectively. The tenders

had no provision for research or professional

development and as a consequence many AMEP

providers who became providers of SIP courses

had to use Departments of

Immigration funds to maintain

teaching quality. 

Within this debate the role

of a centralised body has to be

considered. The Department of

Immigration commissioned an

evaluation of NCELTR by a

review panel, chaired by

Professor Terry Quinn, in 1997.

The Department also

commissioned a report on how the AMEP’s

research and support needs would best be met in

the post-tendering operating environment.

Undertaken by Dr Andrew Lohrey in 1998, the

key recommendations of both reports supported

the continued validity of a centralised key centre.

Dr Lohrey found that ‘all service providers

without exception expressed a strong preference

for the continuation of an NCELTR type of

organisation to provide support and leadership in

professional development and research’ (Lohrey

1998:16). A tender process for an AMEP Research

Centre is to begin in 1999.

MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT

In the early days of the program all
materials were developed centrally and it
was not until the 1970s that teachers began
to question the set curriculum and to
develop classroom-based materials for
themselves. Since that time the
development and availability of Australian
ESL materials has expanded greatly, and
practising AMEP teachers have been
actively involved in the process. 

As already mentioned in other chapters, the

development of materials for the teaching of

English to migrants has always been an important

component of the AMEP, with supplementary

materials accompanying the development of core

curriculum materials. 

The Commonwealth Office of Education

moved quickly in the 1950s and 1960s to meet

the immediate needs of the teachers who were

largely untrained. A submission to the review of

post-arrival programs and services to migrants, by

the Language Teaching Branch, summarises how

early material developed (LTB 1978):

When the Commonwealth Government first

undertook to provide English language courses for

adult migrants there were not sufficient teachers

available to teach English to all the migrants who

wished to follow courses with their own language as

the medium of instruction. Since there were

insufficient numbers of such teachers it was decided

that the best solution to the problem would be to

instruct the classes using English as the medium of

instruction, but as there were no adequate materials

for conducting adult ESL courses then available, a

course had to be written specially for this purpose.

As the number of teachers experienced in this area

The Commonwealth
Office of Education
moved quickly in the
1950s and 1960s to meet
the immediate needs of
the teachers who were
largely untrained.
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1

2

3

MATERIAL FOR ESL LEARNERS HAS TO BE CONSTANTLY

REDEVELOPED AS THE NEEDS OF STUDENTS, TEACHING

METHODOLOGY AND SOCIETY VALUES CHANGE. 

1 ENGLISH FOR NEWCOMERS TO AUSTRALIA (1950). 

2 SITUATIONAL ENGLISH FOR NEWCOMERS TO AUSTRALIA

PART 4 READER (1976).  

3 GEORGE AND NINA (1979). 
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was very limited, the course, Situational English

for Newcomers to Australia (SENCA), included

comprehensive guidelines for use by teachers.

Supplementary teaching notes and suggestions were

also provided through publications such as

English… A new language, and the TEFL/TESL

Newsletter. 

The materials told the teachers what to do every

step of the way and guided content and sequential

lesson planning. Realia was often either regulated

to concrete objects which could be easily

gathered together by the teacher or provided

through visual aids.

The Immigration (Education) Act 1971

maintained the responsibility for the purchase,

production and distribution of teaching and

learning materials for the Commonwealth. The

Annual Report 1976–77 indicated that $53047

was spent on materials produced by the

Commonwealth Department of Education with

approximately 150000 books or kits being

provided for students and teachers.

In the 1970s when full-time courses were

being conducted, teachers started to look at

materials being published overseas and rushed to

include these in lesson planning. Class sets of

British and American materials were purchased

when possible and Situational English was used less

and less. At an in-service seminar in Queensland

in 1980, Tom Ellis, the Head of Migrant

Education Services in the state, expressed what

was becoming the majority view:

The present text Situational English has been in

use for many years. Most teachers find it unsuited

to current needs. I feel that the concept of a mass

distribution of a single text over the whole of

Australia should be closely examined. If programs

become more diversified then the application of a

single text is of limited use. As well, mass

distributions from a central point creates an inertia

that makes updating and change a very difficult and

expensive procedure. It is somewhat depressing that

little change has taken place in philosophy and

content in adult materials in decades.

As the learner-centred approach to teaching ESL

developed, the need for authentic, localised

materials became the stimulus for teachers to

collect their own written texts and tapes and to

prepare accompanying worksheets. The process

of development proved to be time consuming and

before long many teachers were expressing the

need for an efficient way of sharing ideas and of

minimising duplication of effort. The

TEFL/TESL Newsletter became one way of

sharing teacher-developed materials across the

AMEP. A national clearing house for this purpose

was established by AMES South Australia in the

early 1980s. A Materials Development Sub-

Committee of the Joint Commonwealth-States

LANGUAGE OF

CHILDBIRTH CLASSES

WERE DEVELOPED TO

HELP MIGRANT WOMEN

DEAL WITH DOCTORS

AND OTHER MEDICAL

PERSONNEL.



Committee was also established which defined a

series of national standards for teacher-developed

materials and actively sought to encourage

materials development projects within the

AMEP.

The Campbell Report (1985) found that

AMEP teachers and learners had clear ideas

about the types of materials they wanted

produced. It noted the increased range of

integrated materials packages being produced,

including readers (The Australian way series),

audio-visual kits (Bridges, Language of childbirth),

teacher manuals (Language and culture, The

priority course, Reading in context), and listening

materials (Listening to Australia, Coffee break).

The review also noted a need for materials with

Australian content, for self-directed learning

packages, and for bilingual materials. 

The review and development of materials for

distance learners in the 1980s led to the

development of It’s over to you, described in some

detail in Chapter 4.

The 1990s has seen a move towards

integrated materials that can be used by teachers

and learners in a wide variety of ways, from

classroom-based to individual study. More and

more publications incorporate tapes, computer

disks and audio-visual materials and are a

valuable adjunct to professional development in

that they encourage the teacher to explore new

ways of presentation. 

Over the years the Program Support and

Development Services (PSDS) of AMES NSW

has produced a wide range of successful teacher

and learner resources, including video resources.

These materials have been distributed

throughout Australia for use with targeted

learners within the AMEP. They are also used

widely in other sectors, such as TAFE, secondary
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schools with students needing English language

support and in the private English as a foreign

language (EFL) teaching sector. More recently,

PSDS has produced learning materials in

partnership with other organisations. These

include Troubled waters (with Sydney Water),

Beach Street 2 (with the NSW Department of

Health), and Double or nothing (with the Sydney

Casino Benefit Fund). These resources are based

on learning language within themes and topics

related to social issues and practices.

AMES Victoria has also successfully

published and distributed a range of teaching

resources and recently they too have worked in

partnership with other organisations, such as the

National Australia Bank to produce Learning

about banking and the Metropolitan Fire Service

for Flames: Better English through fire safety.

AMES centres in other states, in particular

Queensland and Western Australia, have also

developed and published their own resources and

teaching materials.

The publications of NSW AMES, AMES

Victoria and the AMEP in Queensland are

distributed to AMES centres, bookshops,

language schools and other language teaching

institutions from the states directly or through

NCELTR, which acts both as a distributor and a

publisher. 

As well as research findings, NCELTR

publishes materials for teachers and learners

which are distributed internationally. Both

AMES and NCELTR materials have gained an

international reputation for innovation and

excellence.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

There was little attempt in the early years of the

AMEP to undertake research in regard to the

program. All efforts were directed to providing

access to English language learning opportunities

for all newcomers. From time to time annual

reports at national and state levels referred to

issues such as class abandonment and measuring

the success of program delivery but only cursory

attention was given to any systematic research.

There was no clear definition of what ‘success’

might be.

THE HISTORY OF THE AMEP
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MATERIALS
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The Immigration (Education) Act 1971

provided for the conduct of research projects

designed to improve the form or the content of

courses of instruction and a number of research

projects were listed, some conducted by the

Department of Immigration, some commissioned

by the Department and others commissioned and

funded by the Education Research and

Development Committee (ERDC). 

In the 1970s a number of migrant-related

conferences referred to the need for English

skills and led to a more critical examination of

existing provisions. However, the issue of how to

assess the effectiveness of these provisions

remained unresolved. At a conference arranged

by the Department of Immigration in 1979 on

language learning for migrant women, Galbally –

who had been in charge of a review of the AMEP

in 1978 – said that one of the problems

confronting the review team was ‘the

extraordinary difficulty of assessing the

effectiveness of various courses’. He went on to

outline some of the problems (Galbally 1979:16): 

We had to examine the drop-out rates, what the

causes were etc. I think we must have a much

closer scrutiny, a much closer control over the

results of the various forms of teaching English.

The Department of Immigration commissioned a

number of demographic and community-based

studies in the early 1980s as part of the AMEP

survey and research program. The aim was to gain

further information about the demand and

unmet need for English language learning

opportunities. Galbally (1978) in his report had

already recommended that the Government

needed to establish why migrants did not attend

classes and efforts were now being made to

SOME OF THE WIDE

RANGE OF LEARNING

MATERIALS PRODUCED

BY AMES VICTORIA.
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identify program reach.

In 1984 the AMEP research

program was reorganised to optimise

the relevance and value of research

outcomes. The Joint

Commonwealth/ States Committee

agreed to the establishment of an AMEP

Research Coordinating Committee

(ARCC) which developed a

comprehensive research program

covering needs-based studies,

evaluation support studies and

demographic research in support of a

projection model of the AMEP target

population. Studies in the 1984–85

research program indicate the views of

the time and included:

♦ needs of migrants with professional

qualifications acquired overseas;

♦ English language needs for workforce entry;

♦ illiterates;

♦ isolated women;

♦ ethnic minority youth;

♦ monitoring in AMEP learning arrangements;

♦ self-evaluation;

♦ role of classroom learning;

♦ mortality;

♦ internal migration.

TEACHER AS RESEARCHER

During the 1980s the responsibility for national

research on program issues within the AMEP was

taken up by NCRC. Encouraged by the

recommendations of the Campbell Report

(1986), a number of projects were undertaken

with David Nunan and Jill Burton of the

National Curriculum Resource Centre (NCRC)

providing leadership in encouraging the teacher

as researcher. In Nunan’s opinion (1987:165):

…those of us involved in curriculum, materials

and teacher development are under no obligation to

accept uncritically claims made by Second

Language Acquisition (SLA) researchers.

The concept of teacher as researcher gained

credibility as increasing numbers of teachers

enrolled in post graduate studies and used the

classroom as the starting point for action

NCELTR PUBLISHES BOTH RESEARCH

FINDINGS AND TEACHING/LEARNING

MATERIALS, MANY OF WHICH ARE

DISTRIBUTED INTERNATIONALLY.
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research. This was accompanied by a movement

by administrators and program managers to use

research findings in the development of plans. In

an article for Interchange, Susan Hood (1992:1)

described the process of coordinated action

research initiatives in AMES NSW:

A number of teachers were involved in a series of

coordinated action research projects in 1990–91 in

areas of literacy and assessment. The model used

was one in which teachers came together for one

day workshops on action research methods and

began shaping their own questions. All teachers

came together for a half-day exchange of experi-

ences and finally documented their research

process and findings. Most of the teachers who

took part in these projects were later involved in

staff development at either a local or central level

and some at national conferences. 

SETTING RESEARCH PRIORITIES

The Department, in its continued

acknowledgment of the need for ongoing

relevant research to investigate professional

issues and to support program development,

provided funding for a range of national projects.

The focus of the research was established as broad

priority areas determined jointly by the

Department of Immigration, AMEP providers

and NCELTR . This reflected a commitment to

policy-focused and practically relevant

investigation into the teaching and learning of

ESL in the Australian context. 

Research projects were conducted by single

providers and teams of providers and were

coordinated by NCELTR under the leadership of

Geoff Brindley. This collaborative approach to

research is unique to the AMEP and is a process

that developed through the years, encouraged by

committees, such as the AMEP Provider Heads,

and by the designated role of NCELTR to work

with all AMEP providers. In an article for

Prospect, Brindley (1990) outlined the principles

of collaborative research and spoke of the benefit

of such an approach in the AMEP as ‘improving

collective understanding and enabling problems

to be investigated from multiple perspectives’.

In an evaluation review undertaken of

NCELTR in 1997 recognition was given to the

way in which the administrative sub-units

(Professional Development,

Research, Publications and

Resources and Learning

Support) built on the resources

and expertise of the others. The

review, in commending the

approach to research that had

developed, pointed out that

NCELTR had demonstrated

(Quinn, Burke and Cumming

1997:8):

a commitment to involve various stakeholders in

adult ESL (including government agencies,

scholars, practising teachers, program

administrators, migrant language learners etc)

directly in the definition and planning of research,

the processes of carrying it out and determining its

findings, and the distribution of its products. 

NCELTR research activities of 1994 and 1996

demonstrate the focus on current priority areas

identified by NCELTR in conjunction with the

Department of Immigration and AMEP

providers. In 1994 projects included:

♦ investigation of course design practices in a

competency-based curriculum;

♦ proficiency and competency;

The concept of teacher as
a researcher gained
credibility as increasing
numbers of teachers
enrolled in post graduate
studies and used the
classroom as the starting
point for action research.



♦ tracer studies of clients exiting AMEP at Stage

3 of the Certificate in Spoken and Written

English (CSWE);

♦ investigating language competencies in the

workplace;

♦ new technologies and curriculum design;

♦ investigating consistency in assessment for the

CSWE.

In 1996 projects included:

♦ immigrant settlement;

♦ collaborative action research;

♦ competency-based syllabus design and

assessment;

♦ AMEP program outcomes;

♦ computer literacy for AMEP teachers; 

♦ learners with special needs.

As in other curriculum areas, research continued

to be undertaken at State and provider level. In

recent years this has often been done in

partnership with other agencies and/or State

institutions. In Victoria, for example, the Office of

Training and Further Education tendered a series

of Benchmarking for Educational Effectiveness

projects to identify barriers to access and

participation in areas such as selection,

timetabling, marketing and student support.

ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION

Initial assessment of students for placement into

classes at an appropriate level was undertaken

from the very beginning. In the early days such

assessment was often hectic with as many as a

thousand migrants arriving at a Reception and

Training Centre and only half a day set aside for

grading. This process was described to Lois

Carrington by someone teaching at Bonegilla at

the time (1997:50–1):

The camp commandant welcomed the newcomers

on the morning after their arrival. Next came a

welcome by the Chief Instructor, translated into

German and one of the Slavonic languages. The

CI explained the importance of utilising the time in

camp to gain a basic knowledge of this country and

to prepare for future learning… The grading into

classes was the purpose of the meeting.

First, those who understood English were asked to

leave the hall… for nearby grading. Next, in

1948–49, those who understood some  German

were asked (in German) to leave similarly. Lastly,

all who remained in the hall were then graded in situ.
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Minor changes to the assessment process took

place in following years but teachers were

basically trying to do the same thing – enrol

students as quickly as possible into appropriate

classes. As Education Centres became

established students were expected to apply

directly to the centre, although teachers-in-

charge continued the practice of speaking to new

intakes at the migrant hostels. Growing numbers

of students were arriving through family re-union

categories and going directly into the

community. Their enrolment in the AMEP

depended on family encouragement or local

contacts as they often did not respond to

information about language classes given to them

before or on arrival by Government officials. 

Classes were grouped according to units in

Situational English (eg Class 1 progressing from

Unit 1 to Unit 25, Class 2 from Unit 26 to Unit

42 and so on). Students progressed through the

classes following completion of the set number of

units. In some large centres a holding class was

established to avoid enrolment mid-term.

When intensive and accelerated courses

were introduced in the late 1960s all applicants

were given an English test for selection and

placement purposes. They were then given the

same test at the end of the course to determine

progress. The test consisted of a number of sub-

tests, and applicants were given a book with

multiple choice questions. 

The end-of-course tests were conducted by

staff from the Department of Immigration, and

migrant education centres were informed of the

results with successful students receiving a

certificate from the Department. Teachers

regularly assessed the work of students in class

and certificates of attendance were presented to

all students at the

completion of the course. 

At teacher training

seminars held in the

vacation in 1972, topics

such as language course

evaluation were discussed.

Neile Osman from the

Canberra College of

Advanced Education

presented a paper on this

subject and, speaking about

student testing, said that 50

per cent accuracy could not

be considered acceptable

when the test was closely related to and

integrated with the syllabus of the course.

Somewhere between 90 per cent and 100 per

cent accuracy should be attainable. 

During the same seminar a workshop report

noted the following problems in evaluating the

success of continuation classes:

The most obvious problem with the continuation

classes is the small proportion of migrants who ever

attend. Only about one in 12 of all migrants reach

the classes and then there is a high abandonment

rate. Are continuation classes meeting the needs of

the adult migrant? Is the main case for abandon-

ment of classes the nature of the course, its method

of presentation by the teacher, the time of the class,

or just the general pressure on the migrant worker

of having to earn as much money as possible and

look after a home; or is it a combination of these

factors? 

Editions of English… A new language in 1970,

1971 and 1972 provided teachers with tests of

oral English for Situational English Units 1–120.
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The purpose of the tests was for teachers to find

out how effective their teaching had been. 

In 1977 the TEFL/TESL Newsletter (LTB

1977) carried an article on testing in the ESL

classroom written by the Language Teaching

Branch. It provided general information on

testing techniques to encourage teachers to

construct achievement, progress or diagnostic

tests for the ESL classroom. In the same

newsletter the view of many classroom teachers

was expressed by Shirley Martin (1977:53):

For many teachers evaluation presents a hopeless

picture – these are the teachers who see each group

of students for a mere eight weeks.

Following the development of proficiency scales,

such as the ASLPR, in the late 1970s, initial

assessment interview procedures became more

standardised across the program. Teachers

involved in the Interview and Referral (IAR)

process developed specialised materials and

techniques that proved to be effective in placing

students. The process became known as the

educational, placement and referral service

(EPRS). It was a case-management approach and

included an initial interview for placement with

follow up sessions to assist students identify short

and long-term goals with the help of trained

educational counsellors who could provide local

information on courses, direct students to

appropriate resources such as overseas

qualifications units and collaborate with

classroom teachers to identify particular needs.

Specific sessions were held at provider and

state levels to give teachers specialised training in

areas such as moderation, interview techniques,

new assessment materials and information from

external speakers. In 1981 a detailed internal

report on procedures for assessment and guidance

of students was prepared by Philip McIntyre in

which he stressed (McIntyre 1981:4):

…it is no longer possible to just interview for one

type of class or program. One must be aware of all

available learning options in order to select the

most appropriate.

TESTS, LINKED TO UNITS

IN SITUATIONAL ENGLISH

WERE CONSTRUCTED IN

THE EARLY 1970S SO THAT

TEACHERS COULD ASSESS

THE EFFECTIVENESS OF

THEIR TEACHING. THE

SAMPLE IS FROM A TEST OF

ORAL ENGLISH.
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In 1986 the Government decided to include

questions about the level of proficiency in

English in census data collection as it considered

it to be a key element in facilitating the successful

settlement of migrants into the Australian

community. The statistics indicated that the

proportion of the population speaking another

language at home had increased from 14 per cent

to 15 per cent over the period since the last

census.

The Department sought an examination of

the EPRS procedures in 1989 as the AMEP

National Plan 1990–92 proposed changes to the

access of migrants to the program within the first

three to five years of settlement in Australia. In

their review Sandra Economou and Joan Masters

(1989), identified a number of issues that needed

to be considered if the services were to be

enhanced. Their recommendations covered a

broad spectrum including:

♦ establishment by program managers of

procedures to ensure that teachers carry out

end-of-course assessment and referral;

♦ the assistance of NCELTR to ensure service

providers had access to more systematic usage

and recording of assessment measures;

♦ more effective use of the AMEP Management

and Information System (AMIS).

The advent of information systems in the 1980s

led to increasing attention being given to

learning outcomes in all areas of education. In

1991 the Curriculum Support Unit at NSW

AMES produced an issue of the regular journal

Interchange (No. 17) which focused on language

assessment in second language programs. In his

article for this issue Geoff Brindley (1991)

FIGURE 6.1 THE USERS

AND APPLICATIONS OF

ASSESSMENT DATA IN

AMES (COUPER 1991:9)

(REPRODUCED BY

PERMISSION OF NSW

AMES.)
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suggested that, as different stakeholders in the

AMEP had different perpectives of the nature

and purpose of assessment, they required different

types of information on learners’ achievement.

He recommended a move to more explicit and

systematic assessment practices within the

AMEP in which criterion-referenced and

descriptive modes of assessment played a major

part. He believed that any such changes should

be closely linked to classroom practice and

advocated discussion of assessment issues among

practitioners.

In another article for the same issue Chris

Couper provided a diagram of users and

applications of assessment data in NSW AMES

(see Figure 6.1), noting that the bottom line for

all stakeholders was the extent to which

classroom teachers could successfully record the

THE ACCESS ENGLISH

LANGUAGE TEST,

DEVELOPED AND

ADMINISTERED BY

NCELTR, WAS

DESIGNED TO ASSESS

THE PROFICENCY OF

MIGRANTS IN THE

SKILLS CATEGORY. 
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learner’s attainment of the course objectives and

in turn pass this data on to the learner and the

assessment and referral teacher or another

classroom teacher in a useable form.

In the 1990s the introduction of the

competency-based model meant that teachers

were required to assess competencies for all

students, and training sessions were organised to

assist in the development, validation and

moderation of task-based assessments. In

October 1995 a national forum, ‘Evaluation,

assessment and reporting in English language and

literacy programs’, was held at NCELTR. Papers

were presented on a range of topics including

performance indicators, task validity within the

competency-based model, and tracer studies. 

In 1992, mandatory English language testing

was introduced, primarily to determine whether

applicants were required to pay the English

Education Charge (EEC) which was introduced at

this time to partially offset the level of funding

required by the AMEP. The EEC was introduced

on a sliding scale based on the migrant category of

incoming migrants (Refugee and Humanitarian

and Preferential Family categories were exempt)

and following an assessment of their level of

English competency (ie functional English).

Thus, the Australian Assessment of

Communicative English Skills test (ACCESS)

was developed to meet the comprehensive

English assessment requirements of migrants

seeking to settle in Australia. The test was

introduced in 1994 but was discontinued in 1998.

THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY

The use of technology has always been part of

program delivery in the AMEP. In the early years

of shipboard education teachers were supplied
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with films and film strips to present the

Australian way of life to students. The

Commonwealth Film Unit also produced films

titled Teaching English which provided input to

teacher training sessions.

Radio was used as early as 1949, both to

provide further learning

opportunities for some students and

to provide a start for students who

were unable to attend classes. Radio

programs were seen as a most

important learning and teaching

strategy as large numbers of

migrants were sent to isolated work

locations and needed assistance.

The development of radio programs

has already been described in

Chapter 3.

TELEVISION

In 1967 the rights to the BBC teaching television

series Walter and Connie were purchased by the

Department of Immigration and the 39 episodes

were shown throughout Australia on ABC

television. Supplementary booklets in Italian,

Greek, French, German, Dutch, Finnish and

‘Serbo-Croat’ were available.

The first Australian-made television series

for language instruction and community affairs

was produced by the Department of Immigration

in conjunction with Wollongong WIN Channel

4 and broadcast in 1972. The main aim of You say

the word was to encourage migrants in the local

area to learn English in their own homes and to

make them aware of the many aspects of

citizenship. The series was broadcast on

Saturdays and Wednesdays and segments were

THE FIRST AUSTRALIAN-

MADE ENGLISH

LANGUAGE TEACHING

PROGRAM FOR

TELEVISION YOU SAY

THE WORD, BROADCAST

FROM 1972 UNTIL 1978.

THE ENGLISH TEACHING

SERIES SHOWN ON

AUSTRALIAN TELEVISION

WAS THE BRITISH-MADE

WALTER AND CONNIE



shown each week-day morning when migrant

women were expected to form the main

audience. A two-year survey was commenced in

1976 and findings indicated that one of the main

clusters of viewers were middle-aged immigrant

women engaged in home duties with low

education and little English. While the program

was found to have fair viewing ratings many

found the timeslots unsuitable. The series was

concluded in December 1978.

In 1986 the Special Broadcasting Service

(SBS) produced a television series in cooperation

with the Department. The first series of Hello

Australia consisted of ten episodes and was

intended to be entertaining as well as

educational, and to reflect Australia’s

multicultural society. Pilots were developed and

tested before the series was fully developed.

NCELTR produced a workbook to supplement

the program.

Fran Byrnes, a teacher from AMES NSW,

who assisted in planning the language element in

the series, recalled the intention of the series in

Interchange (Byrnes 1985:4):

In the difference between televised instruction and

instructional TV, we opted for the latter. There is

not much you can actually teach in an initial series

even if they are repeated several times. We felt it

best to focus primarily on making the programs

both entertaining and motivational, as well as 

providing language input.

In 1991 SBS and NCELTR began work on

another series – English at work and business

enterprises became partners in specific, relevant

programs.This series, developed in partnership

with business enterprises, shifted the focus of

programs to the workplace. It aimed to develop

communicative skills and learning strategies and

focused on living and working in Australia. A

key focus was on how and why

misunderstandings and communication

breakdowns occur. The television series was

accompanied by workbooks developed by

NCELTR and was aimed at intermediate to

advanced level learners.

In Victoria the Home Tutor Scheme

developed a video series in cooperation with TV

Education and HSV Channel 7. The program

Show me English aimed to show a tutor helping a

friend to learn English. 

Videos were also produced by AMEP

providers to promote parts of the program.

Others were produced to supplement

professional development. Teachers also took the

video camera into class to capture students in

roleplay situations such as employment

interviews or presentations.

As in all educational settings the

maintenance and replacement of equipment was

an ongoing source of concern. As Anne Hillier

describes (1998):

The day-to-day toil has been eased by the purchase

of a new photocopier and a new video machine.

The state of our equipment has not gone unnoticed

by the students, one of whom remarked, ‘In this
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school the videos are old, the TV is old and the

teachers are old’.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION

The need for a comprehensive collection of

information on AMEP clients for planning,

monitoring and evaluation emerged in the

Galbally Report (1978). Recommendation 11

related to the need for information on

expenditure and costs, numbers of students and

teachers, and English language skills, all of which

are needed for evaluation and planning. 

The Australian Institute of Multicultural

Affairs (AIMA) Report, in following through the

Galbally recommendations, noted the need for

computer-based records of student progress and

recommended the establishment of a Joint

Commonwealth-States Consultative Committee

to provide advice on (AIMA 1993: 87-88):

the definition, collection and maintenance of man-

agerially-oriented data to be collected on a uniform

or comparable basis, including: student numbers;

numbers and types of courses; course lengths;

course enrolments; course withdrawals and atten-

dance rates; teacher: student ratios; course costs;

student entry and exit proficiency ratings.

Against this background, computers began to be

introduced in the AMEP from the early 1980s as

part of the AMEP management information

system, AMIS. In 1983 developmental work

began on the computerisation of national data

collection, processing and management systems.

AMIS, a mainframe computer system, was

developed progressively over the next several

years to enable recording and processing of data

on adult migrant students and English learning

activities, data on teachers, equipment,

accommodation and program management,

statistical processing and production of program

management information. System enhancements

in the late 1980s enabled greater flexibility for

users and improved the availability of data used in

the assessment of client learning needs,

placement into learning arrangements and

planning of activity to increase client access to

the program.

The legislation which introduced the 510

hour English language entitlement in 1992 also

demanded administrative arrangements to ensure

that client entitlement to 510 hours was given to

all eligible clients and that arrangements met

public accountability requirements. AMIS was

also absorbing greater mainframe resources than

were appropriate for a DIMA system at the time.

Against this background, a new system, the

AMEP Reporting and Management System

(ARMS) was developed. ARMS was developed

as a client server windows-based system, meeting

multiple objectives, including an educational

management and reporting system developed to

meet the unique requirements of the AMEP.

With 70 sites nationally and 320 personal

computers available to users, ARMS provides a

comprehensive statistical reporting framework

for AMEP service providers and DIMA at the

national level and gives the most comprehensive

picture of what is happening with English

language tuition in Australia for new arrivals.

The system streamlines client access and assists in

program planning and monitoring of outcomes. It

shows language gain for clients, identifies needs

for special groups, and assists with planning

course locations, curriculum and client groupings

based on levels of education, gender and age. 
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In 1996 the ARMS system was a finalist in

the prestigious international Computerworld

Smithsonian Awards. The citation read: 

‘For Heroic Achievement in Information

Technology, this Award is Presented to Australian

Department of Immigration and Multicultural

Affairs In Recognition of your Visionary use of

Information Technology in the Field of Education

and Academia.’

COMPUTERS

Alongside the development of computerised

management information and statistical data

collection, individual teachers were becoming

interested in the potential of computers in the

teaching-learning situation. Many were buying

personal computers, doing computer training in

their own time and asking questions about

available software. A simple computer program

for cloze tests was sent to CHAMES in 1986, but

real interest only began when providers were able

to locate computers in self-access or special

computer centres.

On leaving NSW AMES in 1985, retiring

Superintendent, Maggie Gray, wrote about the

increasing use of computers in the ESL classroom

in an article for Interchange (1985:19):

When it comes to computer-assisted learning,

that’s the future. I’m sure of that. I think you’d be

King Canute to try to pretend that it wasn’t com-

ing. But it’s not here yet. The technology is here,

the hardware is here but the material isn’t here.

At the present time there are still relatively few

computer-assisted-learning packages available

for student use – a multimedia package Skillshift

was developed by AMES NSW and several

software packages have been developed by ex-

AMEP staff (Protea software products). In 1986

the Department worked with the Adelaide

College of TAFE and Herb Peppard, a project

officer from NCRC, to develop three interactive

videodiscs, The Aussie barbie, accessed via a TV

screen. This was trialled in 1987 in

South Australia, NSW and

Victoria. However, despite the

positive feedback about its

application to ESL learners, the

project was never used extensively

and is no longer available. Its failure is

at least partly due to incompatibility

with the prevailing practices at that

time as well as to existing hardware. It

was also a complex program for teachers

and learners to come to grips with. 

CURRENTLY, SHORT

COURSES ARE BEING RUN

BY AMES VICTORIA TO

ASSIST AMEP CLIENTS TO

MEET THEIR NEEDS FOR

COMPUTER LITERACY.
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES

The emergence of multimedia and the Internet

(hereinafter referred to as new technologies) in

the 1990s presents new learning opportunities for

the AMEP student and teacher. These new

technologies are a watershed both for teaching

methodologies and as teaching tools and demand

new attention by the AMEP. 

Building on research done by Chris Corbel

published as The computing practices of language

and literacy teachers (Corbel 1996), and the work

done by NCELTR between 1993 and 1996,

DELTAA (Database of English Language

Teaching for Adults in Australia), ELSINET

(English Language Services Information

Network) (1993) and ELSIWEB (English

Language Services Information on the Web)

(1995), where major advances in information

dissemination were becoming operational for

AMEP researchers and teachers, the Department

of Immigration asked NCELTR to consider, in

the context of 1997 research studies, how the

AMEP should ensure the new technologies might

be harnessed to the planning and delivery of the

program.

Chris Corbel undertook a project entitled

Instructional technology strategy for the Adult

Migrant English Program (1998) which examined

how the AMEP might go about the task of

effectively integrating the new technologies into

its operations. An important observation made

by Corbel was that in order to get the new

technologies adopted, it would be crucial to show

their relative advantage over current ways and

compatibility with existing practices. Strategies

recommended in the report included providing

timely, flexible CSWE-oriented resources, the

creation of an AMEP website and further

research in the field.

THE VIRTUAL ILC

The AMES in Victoria began development of the

CSWE Online (now the Virtual ILC) at about the

same time. The title of the Virtual ILC actually

describes what the product is. Any AMEP Centre

has an ILC (Independent Learning Centre). A

typical ILC might provide, amongst other

resources, envelopes which contain printed

material, audio or video tapes and an associated

worksheet containing tasks set at a particular

CSWE level. The student or teacher uses the

contents of the envelope as a learning or teaching

aide. The Virtual ILC does the identical job –

except that it is virtual – on the World Wide

Web. 

The Virtual ILC currently provides over 200

English language learning tasks. Each task takes

the user to a Webpage and then provides

associated worksheets to develop the learning

skills. Each task is moderated at the CSWE Level

2 and 3.

New tasks are being added all the time – and

are moderated to the appropriate level and for

content. The added advantage of the Virtual ILC

is that students become familiar with the

computer technology, using the Internet and

Microsoft Office products such as Word and

Excel. These skills are demanded by most

employers, universities, TAFEs and other

institutions, and the wider community.

The Virtual ILC was launched by the Hon

Phil Honeywood, Victorian Minister for Tertiary

Education and Training, at the AMEP 50th

Anniversary Year launch in Melbourne on 20

May 1998. From 1999, all AMEP students and

teachers will have free access to the Virtual ILC.

This free access is funded by the AMEP – which

has funded various curriculum products over its

50 year history as described earlier in this chapter. 
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AMEP 50TH ANNIVERSARY WEBSITE

During 1998, the AMEP section within the

Department of Immigration developed its own

website as part of a range of special activities

celebrating the program’s 50th Anniversary. The

website, which is linked to the Department’s site,

has a dual purpose – raising awareness of the 50th

Anniversary among the media, the general

public and potential clients and providing

general and specialist information on the AMEP

beyond the Anniversary Year.

Website features include a decade-by-decade

history of the AMEP and downloadable statistics

on the program’s reach. On the ‘Success Stories’

page, former clients tell their own stories of

learning English and settling in Australia with

help from the AMEP. Links take browsers to

AMEP service providers and other relevant

English language sites. The AMEP website’s URL

is www.immi.gov.au/amep/ 

IT’S OVER TO YOU ONLINE

The distance learning package It’s over to you

(IOTY), currently a paper based/audio tape

product, is being assessed for further

development as an online product through a

joint study between the Department of

Immigration, AMES Victoria and NCELTR. The

study, to include feasibility, project, business and

implementation plans, will examine how the

IOTY might be enhanced and modified for

delivery through the Victorian Virtual Campus –

the site of the Virtual ILC. 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH

In 1998, AMEP research being conducted by

NCELTR includes a project based on the use of

Internet-based activities for AMEP students.

The project aims amongst other things to

evaluate use of Internet resources by AMEP

students, including types and rates of

participation, learning outcomes, required

proficiency levels, required computer/Internet

skills, cultural differences and learning styles. 

CONCLUSION

With the emergence of new technologies,
the AMEP once again critically examines
how best to apply them to program delivery
for the student and teacher, as it has done
with changes in education and technology
for the past 50 years. In striving for best
practice in the program, technology will
increasingly become the partner for
students and teachers. 
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Commonwealth/State agreements signed in
1951 led to the States taking over all
aspects of the administration of adult
migrant education, with the
Commonwealth retaining responsibility
for policy coordination. From the early
days, which were characterised by a
pioneering spirit and improvisation, AMEP
service providers have developed into
sophisticated and professional education
agencies, contributing to the program’s
international reputation for innovation and
excellence.

Until 1951, the AMEP was administered

entirely by the Commonwealth Government.

The Annual Report of the Commonwealth

Office of Education (1949:21) stated that:

…educational activities were part of the assimila-

tion program for non-English speaking migrants

entering Australia.

The corresponding State Report of Victoria

(1949:8) stated that:

The Victorian Education Department is cooperat-

ing with the Commonwealth Office of Education

and the Commonwealth Immigration Department

to give an elementary education to non-British

migrants. In areas where a number of migrants are

employed, selected teachers are conducting classes

in school buildings outside school-hours.

All State Education Departments cooperated in

this way with the Commonwealth and assisted in

the selection of staff but had no official

responsibility for any professional aspects of the

program. Teachers received training and support

directly from officers from the Commonwealth as

described in other chapters.

In December 1951, responsibility for AMEP

service delivery arrangements was shared

between the Commonwealth and State

Governments through agreements entitled

Administration of Commonwealth Scholarship

Scheme and Provision of Educational Facilities to

Adult Migrants. These led to the States taking

over all aspects of the administration of adult

migrant education in the State, subject to the

undertaking of the Commonwealth to reimburse

the States for the expenditure incurred and

subject to the overall coordination of policy by

the Commonwealth. The Commonwealth Office

of Education maintained responsibility for the

technical direction of the program which

involved the production of teaching material,

the radio program and advisory services. Liaison

work was largely achieved through the work of

Advisory Teachers and by meetings of the

Commonwealth and State Officers concerned

with the work. National conferences were

convened by the Commonwealth Office of

Education, the first being held in August 1952.

According to the Commonwealth Office of

Education Annual Report (1952:23), matters

discussed at this conference included:

♦ distribution of material;

♦ suggestions for new publications and

consolidation of earlier ones;

♦ syllabus of instruction;

♦ provision of posters;

♦ recasting of the Correspondence Course to

extend the instruction, now given in 23

lessons, to 32 lessons;
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♦ preparation of preparatory and review

correspondence lessons;

♦ radio lessons and times of broadcasts;

♦ supplementary readers;

♦ general administration.

The agreements with each State and Territory

ensured that the same services would be available

to all newcomers to Australia and led to one

major provider in each State – the Education

Department and offices such as the Migrant

Education Branch in Victoria were established.

During the next 20 years these arrangements

saw some of the major providers become aligned

with the Technical and Further Education

(TAFE) sector while, in the case of New South

Wales and Victoria, separate entities were

established with administrative links to the State

Department of Education. Throughout this

period the maintenance and development of

national curriculum initiatives continued

through regular meetings of officers involved in

the program from Commonwealth and State

Departments. As discussed previously, this was

not necessarily a planned action but was related

to the perceived temporary status of the program

and led to a unique relationship in education.

The major provider in each State later took

the name of Adult Migrant Education Service

(AMES) and was responsible for organising all

delivery modes including distance learning and

Home Tutor programs. The Commonwealth

continued to have responsibility for all overseas

programs. The 1951 agreements were replaced

from 1984 by new agreements called Adult

Migrant English Program: Arrangements between

the Commonwealth and the State/Territory of…

These agreements covered in some detail the

provision of:

♦ courses of instruction;

♦ teaching and learning materials;

♦ training courses for teachers;

♦ research and evaluation;

♦ planning, information and financial

arrangements;

♦ other administrative support for the AMEP.

From 1993, these agreements were superseded by

Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs) between

the Commonwealth and the State/Territory

Government education authorities. The MOUs,

which covered a period of three years, provided a

broader framework for conducting AMEP

services. Implementation of the services was

negotiated through detailed annual operational

plans.

The administrative arrangements changed

again in 1997–98 when, after a process of

competitive tendering, contracts were signed

between the Commonwealth and AMEP service

providers. Each contract is for a period of three

years, with an option to extend for a further two

years subject to an evaluation of service provider

performance in the third year. The contracts

provide very detailed information about the

services to be delivered, and include performance

THE THEN MINISTER FOR

IMMIGRATION, MR CHRIS

HURFORD, SIGNING

ADULT MIGRANT

EDUCATION PROGRAM

AGREEMENT WITH WA

MINISTER FOR

EDUCATION, MR BOB

PEARCE IN 1985.
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measures and uniform monitoring mechanisms.

Under the contractual arrangements, client

learning outcomes will be measured against

benchmarks developed by the National Centre

for English Language Teaching and Research

(NCELTR) at Macquarie University. Delivery of

other contract services will be monitored by the

National ELICOS Accreditation Scheme

(NEAS) against a set of quality principles

developed by NEAS for the AMEP. These

monitoring mechanisms will enable the

Department of Immigration, for the first time, to

monitor and compare client learning outcomes

and AMEP service provision across the range of

service providers nationally.

To support the pre-1997 arrangements, the

Department of Immigration maintained

consultative arrangements at Commonwealth

and State levels. These included formal

Commonwealth/State officials’ meetings,

frequent contact between service providers and

DIMA State/Territory officers and regular

meetings of AMEP service provider heads. The

service provider head meetings were designed to

inform providers of policy changes and to discuss

the implementation of policy in program

delivery. Post-tendering, the Commonwealth/

State officials’ meetings have been replaced by

regular contract management meetings between

service providers and DIMA Central Office

contract managers, while DIMA State/Territory

officers are responsible for representing DIMA in

local consultative forums, providing feedback on

local community issues affecting AMEP clients

and reporting back to contract managers. Regular

service provider head meetings continue to

provide an essential avenue of communication

between the service providers and the

Department and a forum for service providers to

meet and network with one another and with

AMEP officers.

THE PROGRAM STATE BY STATE

While efforts were made to ensure that all
States were involved in the developments of
the AMEP, the numbers of participants in
the program varied considerably from State
to State. Table 7.1 (overleaf) indicates the
number of participants in each State over a
period of five years and shows the steady
increase in the number of clients choosing
to settle in New South Wales in that period.

PROVIDER SNAPSHOTS

To my mind the AMEP’s greatest asset remains its

teachers – those highly skilled and dedicated profes-

sionals who not only teach English but also become

their students’ friends and advisers.

– Minister for Immigration and Multicultural

Affairs, the Hon Philip Ruddock, speaking at

the AMEP 50th Anniversary launch, South

Australia, 1998.

Time and time again, the words of Immigration

Minister, the Hon Philip Ruddock are echoed by

the AMEP’s clients. As can be seen in the client

stories in Chapter 2 and from the words of several

clients which appear below, it is the AMEP

teachers who have been instrumental in making

the program the success story it is today. For new

arrivals from other language backgrounds, the

AMEP teacher is often the first point of contact

with their new community. It is the teacher who

‘doesn’t just teach English’, but helps students

feel comfortable and confident doing the

everyday things like banking, shopping and

becoming involved in the community.
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In this section, we look at how the provision

of AMEP tuition has evolved over the years

1951–97 through the eyes of the major State

providers. While each State

experience has its unique

elements, common themes

abound: the pioneering spirit of

the early days when trained

teachers were few,

accommodation and facilities

far from ideal and improvisation and

experimentation commonplace; the growing

professionalisation and expansion of the service

in the middle decades, following

recommendations flowing from the Galbally and

Campbell Reports; to the 1980s and 1990s, with

the increasing sophistication of delivery through

the application of new technologies and

methodologies and increased emphasis on

research to meet special needs. We can also trace

how the AMEP has grown from being a

‘temporary’ scheme to meet the immediate needs

of Australia’s post-War migration boom, to

become an international leader in the provision

of ESL programs:

Both as a language program and as a settlement

program the AMEP has been an outstanding suc-

cess. Today it enjoys an unrivalled reputation for

innovation and excellence.

– The Hon Philip Ruddock, speaking at the

National AMEP 50th Anniversary launch,

Melbourne, 1998.

NEW SOUTH WALES

I found the teachers very patient and helpful. They

didn’t just teach us English – they helped us to fit

into the culture of our new country and showed us

ways to find work and to make friends in our new

communities.

– Tanja Kovacina, who arrived in Sydney from

Bosnia in 1995.

Over the decades, NSW AMES has been the

largest provider of AMEP services in Australia.

With the Commonwealth/State Agreement in

1951, the NSW Department of Education took

THE HISTORY OF THE AMEP

State enrolled 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1991–98

New South Wales 18819 19323 15088 14617 15422 19244 19393 15026 105771

Victoria 16641 16977 12304 10638 11378 12575 11740 9524 80024

Western Australia 4854 4322 2223 2295 2628 3066 2794 2443 19231

Queensland a 1022 1362 2410 2328 2552 2745 2649 2515 12032

South Australia 3188 3174 1995 1647 1677 1937 1740 1608 14219

Australian Capital Territory 968 922 500 440 485 640 594 496 4208

Tasmania 383 296 156 178 195 202 209 183 1527

Northern Territory 423 381 191 177 139 156 185 185 1687

AMEP Clients 46298 46757 34867 32320 34476 40565 39304 31980 238699

Source: AMEP AMIS and ARMS databases
a Queensland was not on AMIS before 1993. 1991–98 total is a distinct client count, not a row total.

Clients were counted once in a calendar year. Transfers interstate may be counted in the larger State, not by destination.

TABLE 7.1:

PARTICIPANTS

BY STATE

Over the decades, NSW
AMES has been the
largest provider of AMEP
services in Australia. 
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over responsibility for instruction. At this time,

on-arrival classes were provided at the Bathurst,

Greta, Cowra, Parkes, Wallgrove and Scheyville

holding centres, while 389 continuation classes

were in operation.

In 1985, about 50000 clients were enrolled

with NSW AMES. Tuition was provided through

13 regional education centres in and around

Sydney together with a network of locally based

classes held in a variety of locations throughout

metropolitan and country areas. At this time

there were 300 full-time teachers (compared

with only 20 in 1975) and 350 part-time. A

significant feature of the 1985 Arrangement

between the Commonwealth and the State was

that it established an agreed level of permanency

within the NSW AMES teaching service, to be

supported by the Commonwealth. The ratio of

permanent/non-permanent teaching staff

undertaking face-to-face teaching was 65 per

cent to 35 per cent.

The NSW AMES experience from 1978 to

1997 is consistent with the Commonwealth

Government’s endeavours during that period to

establish, in partnership with the State, a highly

professional ESL program. With Commonwealth

encouragement, support and funding the

recommendations of the Galbally and Campbell

Reports were progressively implemented within

NSW AMES, which expanded and developed

rapidly to meet new program delivery

requirements, higher standards and increases in

the migration program. The period saw a

significant investment by the Commonwealth

Government in AMES, and its program delivery

infrastructure, such as curriculum development,

educational placement and referral services,

permanent teaching staff, management and

student information systems, accommodation,

childcare and bilingual support. In addition,

flexible delivery arrangements were introduced

or expanded, including the development of

distance learning programs, home tutor scheme

arrangements, individual learning centres and

courses in the workplace.

While the Galbally and Campbell

recommendations for the extensive

professionalisation and expansion of the AMEP

were implemented in all State

and Territory AMES centres,

NSW AMES, as the largest

provider of AMEP services,

assumed a leadership role in

many areas, particularly those

of curriculum and professional

development, as described

below.

Curriculum: The NSW AMES-designed

curriculum, the Certificates I, II, III and IV in

Spoken and Written English (CSWE)

introduced competency-based training and

assessment to language and literacy teaching in

Australia and was the first application of systemic

functional linguistics to curriculum

development. Since its introduction, the CSWE

has received the ANTA/BVET Best Practice

Award for curriculum implementation. It has

become the national ESL curriculum across all

sectors, child and adult, public and private, and

has been adopted as the mandatory curriculum

for the AMEP.

The CSWE has also been acknowledged

internationally, influencing the design of

curriculum in Canada and Mauritius.

Publications: NSW AMES is the largest

AMES publisher of teaching and learning

…NSW AMES, as the
largest provider of AMEP
services, assumed a
leadership role in many
areas…
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materials. Since 1984, it has published the

journal Interchange, keeping a record of

achievements and developments. In 1997, it was

awarded a Council for Aboriginal Reconciliation

Certificate for the development of Wanyaarri, an

indigenous studies video and student workbook.

Staff development: NSW AMES provides

guest lecturers in TESOL, Adult Language and

Literacy studies at tertiary institutions.

Research: NSW AMES has been at the

forefront of adult language and literacy research,

participating in NCELTR research projects,

which led to publications which include:

♦ the 1998 National Consistency in Assessment

project;

♦ Action research projects in 1998, 1997, 1996

and 1995, leading to the Teachers’ voices series

of publications and Text-based syllabus design

(Feez, 1998);

♦ 1996 project, published as the report

Investigating learner outcomes for clients with

special needs in the AMEP (McPherson, 1997);

♦ Jackson, 1993, Non-language outcomes in the

language classroom (two volumes).

VICTORIA

The first stage for adult migrants is very difficult.

But [the AMES teachers] help them to understand

their new country and their new life in Australia.

They not only help you with your new language,

but with your new life. All migrants from non-

English speaking countries should attend the

AMES. For adult migrants, it’s the best school in

Australia!

– Jian Ping Zhang, who arrived in Melbourne 

from China in 1993.

As soon as the Victorian Department of

Education assumed responsibility for adult

migrant education in the State in December 1951

two teachers, Colin McKenzie and Hugh Hawse,

were seconded and began the task of organising

classes under the administration of the Assistant

Chief Inspector of Primary Schools.

At the time of the signing of the

Commonwealth/State agreement in 1951, there

were 125 night continuation classes operating, as

well as correspondence courses, radio broadcast

sessions and day classes at six holding centres in

Victoria: Bonegilla, Rushworth, West Sale,

Somers, Mildura and Toorak Nurses’ Hostel.

Growth in the program in the 1970s, after

the introduction of full-time intensive courses for

students in 1969, led to changes in the

professionalisation of the teaching staff as more

instructors undertook full-time commitments to

the area of teaching English as a Second

Language (ESL). Changes in the Teachers’

Tribunal Regulations made possible the

employment of teachers as temporary assistants

in 1972.

In May 1972 the Association of Teachers of

Adult Migrants (ATAM) amalgamated with the

Victorian Association for the Teaching of English

STUDENTS FROM AMES

PARRAMATTA AT THE

LAUNCH OF THE

WANYAARRI

CURRICULUM

PACKAGE. A

TRADITIONAL

ABORIGINAL DANCE

TROUPE PROVIDED

ENTERTAINMENT.
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as a Second Language (VATESOL). In the

following year the Diploma of Migrant Teaching

was established as an off-campus opportunity by

Armidale College of Advanced Education and

provided teachers with the first of a number of

opportunities to gain specialist qualifications.

In the 1970s AMES continued to expand its

range of services. The report of the Minister of

Education in 1972–73 noted several main

categories of instruction:

♦ continuation classes (260 classes were

operating. These showed a trend away from

the older inner city suburbs to the newer areas

of migrant density in the west and north-west

suburbs. Daytime classes with a special course

content structured to women’s needs met a

growing demand from Infant Welfare Centres,

the Women’s Electoral Lobby and State

Mothers’ clubs);

♦ family classes (groups for migrant families);

♦ intensive courses (eight week courses with 400

students participating);

♦ accelerated courses (introduced in 1973 for

semi-skilled migrants);

♦ part-time, semi-accelerated and advanced

classes (ten week courses, of 12 hours per

week);

♦ correspondence tuition;

♦ industrial English classes (courses conducted

wholly or partly during working hours

covering basic English, safety factors, and work

terminology).

Following the impetus of the Galbally Report in

1978, the level of activity increased and by

1981–82 the program extended to ten major

locations in the metropolitan area. Until 1979

the programs in Hostels were administered by

Language Training Supervisors appointed by the

Department of Immigration. Many of these

supervisors had experience as Shipboard

Education Officers. In addition to these major

centres there were many community classes

which were established to cater for new demands

in different locations. The

accommodation varied from

schools, church halls, infant

welfare centres to libraries and

community centres in

metropolitan and country

areas.

A number of special

projects and specific purpose

programs were undertaken in

the early 1980s. The AMES

Annual Report 1981–82

included references to such courses as:

♦ pilot six month courses for migrants with

professional qualifications (Galbally

Recommendation 13);

♦ dialysis patients’ program at Prince Henry’s

Hospital;

♦ mothers and the school – Italian mothers at

Coburg High School;

♦ Footscray TAFE College– a joint

TAFE/AMES bridging course for young adults;

♦ Richmond Technical College – a joint

Tech/AMES pre-vocational course for young

adults;

♦ CYSS/AMES/Brunswick Council – a program

for unemployed young Lebanese adults at

Shopfront 380;

♦ Summer school for 909 students in January

1982.

In 1985 an agreement was signed between the

Ministry of Education and the Teachers’

Federation of Victoria which, following a 1983

Daytime classes with a
special course content
structured to women’s
needs met a growing
demand from Infant
Welfare Centres, the
Women’s Electoral Lobby
and State Mothers’ clubs…
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Federal election promise,

established 151 new permanent

teaching positions within the

State Support Teaching

Service (SSTS) as a first step in

ensuring coverage of 65 per

cent of all teaching hours by

permanent staff.

While the major part of the

program delivery was in the metropolitan area,

AMES endeavoured to offer tuition to students

throughout the State. An AMES Centre was

opened in Geelong in the early 1980s and classes

were offered in a number of country cities

including Mildura, Morwell, Sale, Shepparton

and Wodonga. In the 1980s a move was also made

to develop partnerships with local community

Technical and Further Education (TAFE)

providers and these partnerships led to AMES

contracting services while still maintaining

distance learning and volunteer home tutor

options for isolated students.

The Campbell Report (1985) identified

uncertainty within the program about what the

learner-centred needs-based curriculum entailed

and a National Curriculum Project was

undertaken to identify the needs and provide

support for teachers in the AMEP. The

Frameworks which emerged represented the first

encapsulation of an Australian TESOL

curriculum paradigm into the form of materials

since the Situational English course books which

had been developed in the 1960s. In Victoria the

AMES Professional Development Unit

encouraged a decentralised approach and

provided general directions and financial support

for local initiatives.

In 1988 AMES moved into the Division of

Further Education and was, for the first time, part

of the adult education sector of the Department.

Reporting lines were now through Adult,

Community and Further Education (ACFE) to

the Office of Training and Further Education

(OTFE) while teaching staff were still employed

through the Division of Schools Education

(DSE).

During the 1990s further significant changes

have taken place as AMES has had to adapt to a

THE THEN MINISTER

FOR EDUCATION, THE

HON JOAN KIRNER, MP,

AND BARRY CORBOY,

PRESIDENT OF THE

TEACHERS’

FEDERATION OF

VICTORIA, SIGNING

THE REVISED AMES

AGREEMENT IN

DECEMBER 1989.
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While the major part of the
program delivery was in the
metropolitan area, AMES
endeavoured to offer tuition
to students throughout the
State.
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market place orientation through the

introduction of competitive tendering, first in

the area of labour market programs (LMP) and

workplace programs (WELL) and, in 1997, in the

settlement program (AMEP). Supported by

senior officers within the Department, AMES

sought increased autonomy through legislation

and, when this was not a possibility, became a

service agency within the State education system

in 1996.

In 1996, AMES gained ISO 9002

accreditation and sought to develop closer

working partnerships with the local ethnic

communities through the appointment of

Community Liaison Officers. In 1997 the

organisation chose to change its name to Adult

Multicultural Education Services, reflecting the

move into new areas outside the AMEP such as

Vocational Education, ELICOS and overseas

markets, and the Computer Literacy Centre.

QUEENSLAND

The teachers are very helpful and supportive and

are very good at helping students to grasp

Australian idioms. They are extremely skilled and

go out of their way to help students learn about

Australia and how to find jobs. Their friendship

and kindness greatly reinforced my decision to

make Australia my new home.

– Nasr Ikladious who arrived at the Gold

Coast from Sudan in 1995.

From 1951 migrant education was placed under

the Director of Special Education to whom the

Officers-in-charge (later the Principal Education

Officers) reported. Two of the first were A. E.

Palfrey and Marvin Mackeral. At this time, on-

arrival classes were offered at four holding

centres: Wacol, Enoggera, Stuart and Cairns,

while 120 continuation classes were operating.

With the national decision in 1971 to

establish migrant education centres in each

capital city, Phoenix House became operational.

Funded by the Commonwealth,

this centre housed not only the

administration, but also some of

the child and adult programs

plus some childcare. The

Department of Education

provided other necessary

accommodation, primarily in

schools across Queensland.

Up to 1970, adult English

language courses were held in

city suburbs and country

THE AUTHOR, SHIRLEY MARTIN, TEACHING

AT AMES MELBOURNE IN 1970.

In 1996, AMES gained
ISO 9002 accreditation and
sought to develop closer
working partnerships with
the local ethnic communities
through the appointment of
Community Liaison
Officers.
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centres and hundreds of adult migrants attended

classes at centres such as West End, South

Brisbane, New Farm, East Brisbane, Darra,

Goodna and Red Hill in Brisbane plus regional

centres including Mt. Isa, Dimboola, Ayr, Home

Bush, Cairns, Innisfail, Mareeba, Townsville,

Mutchilba, Gladstone and a number of Italian

communities along the Queensland coast. Stories

abound of the conditions which prevailed – a

favourite told by one of the early teachers is of

classrooms without lights. The teacher, having

discovered a power point in a classroom, used to

arrive to teach evening classes clutching two

fluorescent lights. Teachers were usually male as

it was considered ‘unsafe’ for female teachers to

teach at night in some of the more makeshift

accommodation.

Students either enrolled in a correspondence

course and/or attended two-hour continuation

English classes twice a week. A large number of

these continuation classes were conducted in the

evenings except at the Commonwealth-owned

Wacol Reception centre where both day and

evening classes were conducted

for the resident new arrivals.

Classes were far larger than

those operating today;

sometimes they contained 50

students. The Home Tutor

Scheme also assisted with

settlement English.

In 1973 the opportunity arose to run more

daytime classes and extend the hours offered to

students. Full-time (five days, 9am – 3pm) access

to classes became available. The refugee intake in

the 1970s had an impact on AMEP locations and

delivery. There were more funds for support like

interpreters, translators, language laboratory,

extended library provisions and community

based centres. In addition more migrant issues

were being addressed nationally and Queensland

became more involved in national projects

concerning such areas as professional

development, materials development and

English in the Workplace.

In the mid-1970s, the idea of ‘satellite’

learning centres was introduced and there was a

movement of the central adult classes from

Phoenix House in Brisbane to centres where

there were greater clusters of migrants. These

centres were located in Education Department

premises as a result of a special negotiated

package deal with the Commonwealth and were

located at Annerley, Coorparoo, Yeronga, Oxley,

Salisbury, Inala and Chelmer. An advisory

teacher used to travel (at first by train and bus) to

support non-metropolitan centres across

Queensland.

In the 1980s courses became more diverse

and specialised. It was recognised that migrant

youth and migrants with trade and professional

qualifications required courses beyond the more

‘general focus’ ones on offer. Intensive full-time

courses were run in the metropolitan area and

were in great demand. Because of gaps in many of

the young adolescent refugees’ education, many

language courses incorporated maths, personal

development and general social and life skills.

Teachers involved were on steep learning curves

when accompanying students on survival courses

in the bush!

Materials production was also a focus of the

1980s: texts, tapes and kits were developed and

produced, especially for low-level beginner

students. Writing teams produced materials like

Starters, Starting to listen, Reading and writing to go

Teachers… were on steep
learning curves when
accompanying students
on survival courses in the
bush!
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and Inroads, some of which are still used today.

The next wave of identifiable AMEP clients

to influence delivery were the business migrants.

In Queensland these were primarily from Asia

with most settling in national clusters. This had

an impact on the delivery of AMEP courses in

their areas of settlement. Classes tended to be of

one language group; students felt little need to

use English as the local support network using

their own language was very strong. Classes were

constantly interrupted as students flew in and out

of Australia on business and it was difficult to

establish a real focus on learning. Some bilingual

classes were introduced along with some less

intensive classes for wives who felt less need to

acquire English.

In 1995, AMES moved to the Jetset Centre

in Edward Street, in the city. This venue was

customised for administration and interviews

and is a fitting ‘shopfront’ for both staff and

AMEP clients in the metropolitan area.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

The AMEP’s greatest asset is its committed and

highly competent teachers. The teachers are really

interested in their work and are extremely helpful.

They do not teach just English – the courses are

designed to show you how to get jobs.

– Gil Besson, who arrived in Perth from 

France in 1995.

In the early years, AMES WA was characterised

by the necessity to provide a large range of

services over a vast geographical area, from the

Kimberley to the Pilbara, and throughout the

south-west. In the 1950s and 1960s many more

migrants than today settled outside metropolitan

Perth. As late as 1981, an AMES teacher was

moving daily, and teaching, from camp to camp

along the railway which takes iron ore to Port

Hedland. In the 1980s, AMES was providing

tuition in another isolated place: Christmas

Island, Indian Ocean. As its peak this centre

employed 11 full-time staff.

In 1972, the first purpose-adapted AMES

centre in Australia was opened in Perth by the

Minister, the Hon Al Grassby. This event, while

it was perhaps not realised at the time,

represented the first step towards a greater range

of learning options, and the professionalisation of

the program. Later in the same decade, the

Graylands Migrant Hostel began to fill with

refugees from Indo-China. Lacking suitable

accommodation, the first classes were held in the

sheep pavilion at the nearby Royal Agricultural

Showgrounds. As clients presented for tuition

with very different language and cultural

backgrounds from those of earlier arrivals, a

catalyst was provided for intensive teacher

development, new curriculum, a wide range of

courses, and more choice in the selection of

learning modes.

The coming of permanency for AMES

teachers in 1984 was a welcome reward. It also

gave incentives for academic staff to gain formal

qualifications in the teaching of English as a

AN AMEP CLASS AT

SOUTHBANK TAFE, 1995
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second language. This investment by the

individual was matched by an investment by the

AMEP in its staff. A Professional Development

Unit was developed; it became, and still is, one of

the great strengths of AMES WA.

Distance learning has also been a strength of

AMES WA, both in its delivery within the State,

and in the work it has done for the program

nationally. AMES WA completed the rewrites of

It’s over to you Stages 1 and 2, and a number of

national projects such as New Technologies and

Curriculum Design (1995), a position paper on

the use of telematics, and more recently the

production of a national promotional video,

Learning English at a distance.

Since its establishment 50 years ago, AMES

WA has maintained two essential qualities: the

staff has been dedicated and the service has

always focused on the needs of its students. It is

primarily these factors which led to the service

receiving a number of awards over the years.

These include the Difference Award by the

Home Tutor Scheme from the Office of Seniors

(1995), the Outstanding Teacher Award (1995),

and the Adult Learners Week Outstanding

Provider Award (1996). In 1997, AMES WA

won the Training Provider of the Year Award – 

an achievement which recognised AMES’ efforts

and excellence not only in that year, but in all

those preceding it.

For most of its existence in Western

Australia, AMES has been attached to the TAFE

system, as a function of its central office. In 1997,

with college autonomy, AMES became a campus

of West Coast College of TAFE, which has since

been named as the winner of the 1998 WA and

Australian Provider of the Year Award.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

The AMEP teachers encouraged us to talk to other

people in Australia – not only people from the

same cultural or professional background, but

Australians from all walks of life. We are now

doing so well in Australia – both professionally and

as members of the community. But we would not

have progressed nearly so well without that early

encouragement and training.

– Mariana and Liviu Cioba, who arrived in

Adelaide from Romania in 1994.

Migrant education in South Australia began in

1948 as a very small part of the Commonwealth

Office of Education. The first teacher was Lyall

Fricker, a student teacher at the Adelaide

THE HISTORY OF THE AMEP

DISTANCE LEARNING HAS

BEEN A STRENGTH OF AMES

WA. IT HAS RECENTLY
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PROMOTIONAL VIDEO,

LEARNING ENGLISH AT A

DISTANCE, LAUNCHED

IN NOVEMBER 1998.
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Teachers’ College who, early in 1948, began

English classes for a group of ‘Displaced Persons’

from Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia. Soon Lyall

and others were running classes for Italian

migrants, then for migrants from Central Europe

for the Commonwealth Office of Education. In

the absence of suitable teaching resources and

methodologies, they very successfully developed

their own.

The Education Department of South

Australia was also involved from an early stage.

In July 1949 it gave approval for a class for

‘displaced person migrants’ to be conducted in

Woomera. Migrant education formally came

under the control of the State Education

Department through a Commonwealth/State

Agreement in 1951.

From these beginnings, the future AMEP

grew rapidly. By the 1970s full-time teaching staff

had been appointed, courses were diversified and

teachers were supported by a language laboratory

and a library/resource centre. Classes were

mainly community-based and were held in a

variety of locations including factories, timber

mills, hospitals, hostels, the railway hall and in

private homes – in fact wherever migrant groups

were to be found. There were regular visits by

train to camps and towns in country areas, with

the Migrant Education group travelling in a

carriage attached to the ‘tea and sugar’ goods

train.

In these early years, South Australia was

strongly involved in the development of English

language course material and teaching resources,

most notably Situational English. This served as

curriculum, staff development and course book

for the national program until the 1970s (and

even later with some teachers). AMES SA

produced the AMEP’s first

high-tech teaching resource,

Hello Paul. This presented

bilingual dialogues for migrants

from Finland, Holland, Greece

and Turkey on 45 rpm vinyl

records with an accompanying

booklet.

AMES SA produced the
AMEP’s first high-tech
teaching resource, Hello

Paul.

THE FIRST AMEP TEACHER

IN SA, LYALL FRICKER

(CENTRE) WITH TWO OF

HIS FIRST STUDENTS,

GALDINO CAON (LEFT)

AND HIS BROTHER, DUILO.

THE TRIO, WHO MET IN

1948, WERE REUNITED AT

SA’S CELEBRATIONS FOR

THE 50TH ANNIVERSAY OF

THE AMEP.
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The Galbally Report of 1978 set off a great

burst of activity throughout the AMEP

nationally. South Australia was already

developing several important innovations that

are now taken for granted throughout the

national program, including the concept of

independent learning through self-access centres

or Independent Learning Centres. The concept

of ‘needs-based’ learning led eventually to the

development of teaching materials which

supplemented and later superseded Situational

English.

By 1980 the AMES had changed to such a

degree that there were very few community

classes but an increasing number and range of

more specialised classes held in the city centre

and at Pennington Hostel. In 1982 the AMEP

operation was relocated in the Renaissance

Centre. This was the first example of placing the

AMEP’s Government-funded activity in a

commercial building and the idea was soon

followed by other AMEP service providers.

South Australian AMES (later to become

English Language and Literacy Services) has

continued to introduce innovations in AMEP

service delivery. These include innovations in:

Independent learning: Following a lecture

tour of Australia organised by AMES SA through

the British Council, the concept of independent

learning took a practical form in the

establishment of self-access centres at the city

centre location and at Pennington Hostel.

Materials were packaged and other resources

made available to students with minimal

supervision by an experienced teacher. Over the

years this concept has been refined and

developed. With the advances in computer-aided

language learning, online delivery and access to

teaching/learning resources through the Internet,

this approach has continued.

Curriculum research and publications: The

Clearing House for the Adult Migrant Education

Service (CHAMES) was developed from the

AMES library in 1980–81 to coordinate the

wealth of teaching material which was produced

nationally post-Galbally, and which was seen to

involve considerable overlapping and

duplication of effort. CHAMES was successful

and it led to the establishment in 1983 of the

National Curriculum Research Centre (NCRC)

in Adelaide and, in 1988, to the National Centre

for English Language Teaching and Research

(NCELTR) at Macquarie University in NSW.

The national ESL journal Prospect was developed

jointly by the NCRC and AMES SA.

Distance and correspondence courses:

Concurrent with the establishment of the

NCRC, the national correspondence course

project was developed. A team of writers and

instructional designers was selected nationally

and internationally to work with the graphic

artists and illustrators from the Adelaide Institute

of TAFE to produce the ground-breaking It’s over

to you distance learning course. This course

extended distance learning from a

task/correction formula to include the use of

commonly available media, telephone links and a

‘learning to learn’ aspect designed to equip the

learner with life-long language learning skills.

The ‘distance’ aspect also included external study

as the course was available to students who could

not attend regular classes through shiftwork or

other constraints.

Technology: AMES’ association with the

Adelaide Institute of TAFE provided the

opportunity to develop another high-tech

THE HISTORY OF THE AMEP
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teaching resource, a set of interactive videodiscs

called The Aussie barbie.

Educational counselling: While a

curriculum based on meeting students’ needs was

evolving, the need for clients to have guidance

through the emerging pathways became clear.

This aspect of professional support developed in

South Australia. Rather than dealing with

‘problem’ cases, educational counselling in

AMES assessed all clients’ proficiency and

learning pace, gained a knowledge of their life

goals and developed learning pathways to fit

these characteristics. This approach was adopted

nationally.

Management information: Because of the

demographics and logistics of South Australia

(more than 90 per cent of its population live

within the City of Adelaide and public transport

allows easy access to the centre from the

suburbs), the Renaissance Centre became the

largest teaching centre in the AMEP. This made

it a suitable location for the piloting of various

stages of development of the national AMEP

Reporting and Management System (ARMS)

network.

AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY

They were not just teachers, they were our friends.

In a way they replaced our parents, because people

like us are sometimes homesick in a new country.

The atmosphere in the classes was incredible – you

knew that any problem you had, you could get an

answer.

– Albert and Piroska El-Syoufi, who 

arrived in Canberra from Lebanon 

and Chile in 1991 and 1992.

In Canberra, migrant education was run by the

NSW Department of Education at Sydney

University. In the early years, migrants (mostly

single men) were accommodated in the Riverside

camp, comprising about a dozen prefabricated

buildings overlooking what is now the east basin

of the lake. Many came from the larger camps

such as Bonegilla and Cowra, looking for jobs. At

that time, Canberra’s growth was accelerating

and building labour was much in demand.

In the early 1950s English classes were

conducted at Telopea Park School, where the

headmaster or deputy headmaster acted as

supervisor of migrant teaching. At this time,

Ruth Arndt, now a Canberra identity well-

known for her work with women migrants and

teaching English to migrants, was approached by

the Canberra organiser of English classes for

migrants asking if she would be interested in

giving some classes. She takes up the story:

There were no schools, no pre-schools, no suitable

halls of any sort in north Ainslie [the Canberra

suburb where she lived]. When I agreed to hold

some classes in my home, the first job was to look

for students. I went from house to house in the

neighbourhood and soon collected a wonderful

mixture of nationalities: Dutch, Germans, Poles,

Latvians, Italians and sometimes complicated cou-

ples of mixed nationalities.

Our sitting room was bursting at the seams to

accommodate them all, with healthy attendances

of usually between 20 and 30 pupils. Chairs cart-

ed from all over the house were supplemented by

benches and stools, which were specially made for

the purpose by obliging carpenter friends.

I began with two evening classes a week, but soon

realised that this was not satisfactory. So I began an

extra afternoon class for women. From these classes

developed my involvement with migrant women, for

many of whom I became a helper and confidante.
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I found that singing was a great teaching aid. We

had no materials, no blackboard until one of the

carpenters made one for me, no textbook or guides.

We had to collect and copy out everything I found

suitable. In this way, we gradually assembled a

good collection of pictures, charts and lots of song

sheets.

In the 1960s, English teaching

became more formalised, and

classes in the home of the teacher

were no longer permitted under

the rules. The need to give occa-

sional advice and help to migrant

women, of course, continues and

has never really stopped.

I certainly derived a great deal of joy and satisfac-

tion from my work…the pay was miserable, worth

having only because it came in a lump sum every

three months from Sydney. But I learnt a lot and

made a lot of friends.

– Reproduced by kind permission of 

The Canberra Times, (12 May 1984) 

and Ruth Arndt.

During 1971–72, Intensive English courses were

run at the University of Canberra (then the

Canberra College of Advanced Education).

Students attended for eight hours a day, five days

a week for eight weeks. There were four intakes

over the academic year. At the end of the course

students sat a formal exam run by an officer from

the Education Department.

In 1972, six part-time teachers at the

Canberra CAE conducted a full-time intensive

course for migrants and about half a dozen

continuation classes were operating in various

parts of Canberra. A feature of the AMEP tuition

in Canberra at this time was its provision wholly

through the TAFE system colleges at Bruce,

Woden and Canberra. These three centres were

responsible for courses ranging from on-arrival

and literacy to advanced special purpose, with

individual learning centres (ILCs) flourishing at

all locations.

In the mid-1970s the full-time accelerated

course was conducted in rooms attached to St

John’s Church, Reid – having been relocated

from the CCAE in Belconnen. The course was

very intensive – five days a week, six hours per day

for ten weeks. The clients were predominantly

European and the course was based on Situational

English Books 1, 2 and 3, as with most similar

courses conducted throughout Australia at this

time. It was grammar and Situational English drills

in the morning – written exercises in the

afternoon.

At this time less intensive English classes

were also held at the Narrabundah Migrant

Centre, Ainslie Primary School and Woden

Hospital Rehabilitation Centre. The latter class

was established to assist migrants who had

suffered from accidents while working on the

Snowy Mountains Scheme.

In the late 1970s the accelerated course was

moved from St John’s to the Reid Campus of the

Canberra Institute of Technology (CIT). Also at

this time refugees were arriving from Vietnam,

Laos and Cambodia, so specifically designed on-

arrival courses were established at Narrabundah,

Woden and Bruce campuses (of the Office of

Further Education).

During the 1980s the client group became

more diverse. As well as refugees from SE Asia,

refugees arrived from Central and South

America. The traditional migrant groups from

Europe continued and all clients were very keen

to learn from one another their reasons for

It was grammar and
Situational English
drills in the morning –
written exercises in the
afternoon.

THE HISTORY OF THE AMEP
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coming to Australia. There was a lot of mutual

support. The crises in Chile, Nicaragua and El

Salvador precipitated the departure of many from

their homelands, who had suffered as a result of

the repressive regimes and/or civil wars in those

countries.

The 1980s were memorable times for clients

and teachers – they were characterised by

innovation and creativity. The ASLPR was

embraced as a means of assessing clients’

proficiency – no longer was there the need to

describe their level of language learning according

to which Situational English book they were using.

The communicative approach to language

learning, functional-notional and learner-

centred needs-based approaches led the way.

Individual Learning Centres and self-directed

learning were a prime focus. Teachers’ creativity

was stretched, with many trying out

Suggestopaedia, drama techniques, story telling

and so on. There was even an ‘Enrichment

Course’, as reported by AMES ACT Head Jenny

Osborne: ‘We played sport with our clients, sang

and danced, cooked and learnt “English for life”.’

In 1989 a new AMES ACT venue was

established at Tasman House in the city, offering

part-time and full-time courses for new arrivals.

This venue provided a friendly, informal and less

institutionalised environment in line with the

needs of those clients. Today Tasman House is

the key centre of AMES operations, housing the

information and registration office, placement

and referral facilities, the Home Tutor Scheme

and childcare coordination, as well as classes for

new arrivals.

The 1990s are characterised by an emphasis

on specific goal setting and selective learning to

achieve the language competencies needed for

those goals. Resources abound,

with many excellent Australian

texts, audio and video cassettes,

and computer based materials

to choose from.

In recent years clients have

come from an increasingly

diverse range of backgrounds –

there has been a continuing flow of migrants from

Vietnam and the People’s Republic of China

under the Family migration category. The

coming down of the Iron Curtain brought

Eastern Europeans; while wars and other civil

disturbances have brought clients from

Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq, Russia, Africa and the

former Yugoslavia.

The Home Tutor Scheme has always played

an integral and very essential role in the ACT,

perhaps more so than in other States because of

the special nature of Canberra. Unlike larger

cities, Canberra does not have the clusters of

ethnic settlement that offer comfort and support,

familiar customs and food, and clearly identified

networks reaching out to provide companionship

to those far from home. Thousands of migrants

and refugees have been assisted by the HTS –

language, settlement and friendship being key

outcomes.

In recent years AMES ACT has received

both individual and institutional awards:

♦ In 1993 AMES ACT teacher, John Wade was

presented with the ACT Government Service

Achievement Award, acknowledging his

contribution to the development of new

curricula and teaching methodology;

♦ In 1997 AMES ACT was presented with the

Adult Learner’s Week Outstanding Provider

Award.

The 1990s are
characterised by an
emphasis on specific goal
setting and selective
learning.
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NORTHERN TERRITORY

All the teachers at AMEP were very, very nice.

Everyone was very friendly and made our lives and

study easier.

– Desa Bulut, who arrived in Darwin from

Sarajevo in 1996.

The South Australian Education Department

was the first service provider in Darwin, followed

by the Commonwealth Department of Education

(through its Northern Territory division) and

finally the Northern Territory Department of

Education from 1978.

During the early years, 1969–72, the program

was part-time and under the control of the Adult

Education Centre, administered by the South

Australian Department of Further Education.

Initially a part-time Migrant Field Officer was

appointed for five hours per week. Soon the

number of adult migrants attending evening

classes increased from 40 to over 200 and the

position became full-time.

In 1972, when the Darwin Community

College was established, both programs were

transferred to the Department of Education and

Science, Northern Territory Office. Between

1972 and 1978 the program became fully

established. The first full-time accelerated course

in English was conducted in 1973 at old Darwin

Primary School and in 1974 the second full-time

teacher was appointed. Cyclone Tracey caused a

break in classes, with courses resuming in 1976,

first at Larrakeyah Primary school and in1977 at

the AMEC centre in the TAA Building in

Bennet Street. A range of full-time, part-time

and evening classes were being conducted by this

time. Until about 1975, clients were

predominantly European: Italian, Greek, French,

Scandinavian and German. This was followed by

AMES ACT TEACHER JOHN WADE (IN WHITE SHIRT) RUNS A CLASS IN CANBERRA. 

JOHN WAS PRESENTED WITH AN ACT GOVERNMENT SERVICE ACHIEVEMENT AWARD IN 1993

THE HISTORY OF THE AMEP
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Timorese refugees in the late 1970s, then

Vietnamese, Thais, Cambodians, Filipinos,

Laotians in the 1980s, and most recently,

refugees from the Sudan, Ethiopia, the former

Yugoslavia and Kurdish people from Iraq.

During the 1970s and 1980s many of the

students had poor literacy skills in their first

language, often due to interrupted schooling and

trauma. These changes challenged old

methodologies and materials which relied on

relatively high levels of education, literacy in a

first language and a common script.

In 1973 the Northern Territory program led

the nation in one important aspect: by using full-

time teaching staff. From the outset teachers

were employed as permanent members of the

Commonwealth teaching service – in marked

contrast with other parts of Australia where

teachers were often employed on a casual basis.

1978 heralded a new period of growth and a

change in administration. In that year the

Northern Territory gained self government and

administrative responsibility for education was

transferred from the Commonwealth to the NT

Government. The Galbally Report resulted in

increased funding of course provision. The adult

and child programs were linked for the following

reasons: ‘to maintain links between the migrant

community and the Migrant Education Section,

[to ensure] effective sharing of human resources

across adult and child programs, the effective

sharing of material resources and the obvious

success of programs to date in meeting the needs

of learners borne out by ongoing requests for

classes to be established.’ At this time the

outreach of class provision to Alice Springs,

Katherine, Tennant Creek and Nhulunby began.

The year 1982 was a watershed in the

development of the AMEP in Darwin. The

Northern Territory Department of Education

arranged for the program to be established in its

own right as the Adult Migrant Education

Centre with its own principal, staff and agency.

In 1984 there were 17 full-time staff

employed in both the teaching program and

administration, supplemented by additional part-

time staff (up to 30 people) as needed. At this

time there were over 2000 enrolments in the

total teaching program.

By the mid-1980s the program was located in

a large complex at Casuarina shopping centre –

by then the centre of Darwin’s population. The

program was delivered at this facility until the

early 1990s and was then moved to a new campus

at Tiwi.

In 1993 administration passed to the

Northern Territory University as a result of the

new tendering process. In 1998 the name of the

school changed to the International College,

Faculty of Foundation Studies, Northern

Territory University, and is known as the School

of English as a Second Language.

In the last decade, 615000 hours of tuition

was provided in the Territory, with more than 50

THE THEN MINISTER FOR

IMMIGRATION, MR

MACKELLAR, MEETS EAST

TIMORESE, INDONESIAN,

THAI AND ITALIAN

STUDENTS AT AN ENGLISH

LANGUAGE CLASS IN

DARWIN IN 1977.
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per cent of clients coming from the Asia-Pacific

region.

TASMANIA

The teachers provided a lot of advice to help my

wife, Jindra, and I find work and settle into our

new country and life in Hobart.

– Ladislav Rosendorf, who arrived in Hobart

from Czechoslovakia in 1983.

With the Commonwealth/State Agreement in

1951, administration of the AMEP in Tasmania

became the responsibility of the Education

Department. The Tasmanian AMES was set up

and supervised until 1973 on a half-time basis by

Mr Les Richardson, Principal of the

Correspondence School.

In the beginning, classes were taught by

teachers or anybody else available and willing.

Most early AMES activity took place among the

large numbers of post-World War II European

migrants employed on the huge Hydro Electric

Commission projects at Bronte Park, Butlers

Gorge, Tarraleah, Wayatinyah, Liapootah,

Gowrie Park and Strathgordon. It is reported that

120 students turned up on the first night of a new

class but only seven on the second because the

teacher spoke only English.

Statewide in 1951, the peak of activity

during this period, there were 98 classes, 1000

students and six full-time teachers marking

correspondence lessons. Correspondence student

number 4597 was enrolled on 2 February 1959.

In 1970 the first full-time intensive courses

took place at the South Hobart Adult Education

Centre, 12 Weld Street. Between May 1976 and

November 1978, 23 ten-week courses were

offered to 539 students, encompassing 51

nationalities. Six to eight teachers were assigned

to each course, teaching two hours each per day.

In 1971 the AMES office in Hobart was one

large room partitioned into three sections on the

second floor of Red Cross House, 53 Collins

Street. It housed the part-time supervisor, a part-

time assistant, a full-time correspondence/

continuation class teacher, piles of Situational

English with related boxes of pictures,

correspondence course books and student

booklets, reel-to-reel and cassette tapes of the

lessons, some cassette players and earphones, a

Gestetner and a cupboard full of supplementary

materials.

Between 1973 and 1978 the number of

continuation classes rose from seven to 24, with

418 enrolments, and the number of

correspondence students dropped from 132 to 50.

Training of home tutors was begun by AMES

Tasmania, while the Good Neighbour Council

still ran the Home Tutor Scheme. When the

Good Neighbour Council was phased out in 1979

there was a smooth takeover of 68 tutors with 70

students.

With the arrival of the first Indo-Chinese in

1980, courses were set up at Mount St Canice, the

migrant hostel. This provided the impetus for

materials development, discrete courses, course

design, staff development, cultural awareness,

library expansion and self-access, all of which

began to flourish. Situational English was banished

to a storeroom where it lingered for some time,

providing explanations and good examples of

grammar points at short notice for many a teacher

until they became more familiar with the

multiplicity of texts appearing in the library.

Professionalism and expertise in AMES

Tasmania increased rapidly with the impetus of

the reviews and reports in the late 1970s and early

THE HISTORY OF THE AMEP
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1980s. The AMEP Information Management

System (AMIS) was set up, computers were

introduced, and teachers developed computer

skills, producing an in-house newspaper, NET

(Never Enough Time) as well as class materials

and end-of-course reports.

The first permanent position in AMES

Tasmania was achieved in 1983. All centre

support staff had achieved permanency by 1986

and within four years, with the help of the

Union, five teaching positions were made

permanent.

In 1987 the AMES moved to 175 Collins

Street across the road from the Department of

Immigration and next door to the

Commonwealth Employment Service. The

hostel at Mount St Canice closed and all courses

were transferred to the new premises.

From 1987–88 to 1991–92 there were 927

refugee arrivals in Tasmania. Most were Hmong

(297), El Salvadoran and Chilean (291) and

Vietnamese (240). There were great cultural, age

and educational differences between these

groups as they enrolled in AMES. Miracles of

class organisation and management took place to

achieve the best teaching and learning results.

Miracles of love and patience inspired the

teachers sent to the Hmong classes in the suburbs

where their illiterate students persevered with

their efforts until their AMEP allotted hours

could be stretched no further.

The first cross-over course, which provided

and supported workplace experience, was

conducted in 1988 as part of the training

assistance scheme funded by the Department of

Employment, Education and Training (DEET).

AMES Tasmania also collaborated with the

Hobart Technical College to run bridging courses

for hairdressers and dressmakers and with

SkillShare to run office skills courses.

In 1990–91 AMES Tasmania had 475 newly

arrived migrants on file. Courses offered

included: study skills; introductory classes for

new arrivals; immigrant re-entry into the

workforce; English classes for beginners and

intermediates; advanced English evening classes;

Hmong literacy classes; English for specific

purposes; communication skills; resume writing

and preparation for the Commonwealth Public

Service exam.

TERTIARY PROVIDERS IN THE AMEP

The introduction of intensive courses to
the AMEP in 1969 provided the impetus
for the entry for new tertiary providers,
thereby broadening the program’s scope
and providing pathways to more advanced
professional courses.

Up to this time, the focus of all courses had

THE SPECIAL MINISTER OF STATE, SENATOR THE HON MICHAEL TATE, OPENED THE ADULT

MIGRANT EDUCATION CENTRE IN HOBART IN FEBRUARY 1987. HE IS PICTURED WITH (FROM LEFT

TO RIGHT) JUDY SKINNER, OFFICER IN CHARGE OF AMES TASMANIA; OMAR VENEGAS-PRADO, HIS

WIFE OLGA AND THEIR SON, OMAR. THE FAMILY WERE THE FIRST CHILEANS SPONSORED FOR ENTRY

TO TASMANIA UNDER THE COMMUNITY REFUGEE SETTLEMENT SCHEME.
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been on general English. The introduction of

these providers was to ensure that courses were

appropriate for professionally qualified

applicants.

The University of New South Wales  and the

Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology

(RMIT) were the first to start courses in 1969,

followed by LaTrobe University in 1970. From

1971 to the introduction of tendering in 1997

(which dramatically changed the service

provision landscape as described later in this

chapter), a number of other providers came on

stream, often as a result of recommendations

contained in the Galbally and Campbell Reports,

in order to enhance, expand or tailor program

offerings to meet special needs. These providers

have included:

A Tertiary Provider Forum was established in

1980 and regular meetings were held to discuss

items of common interest. Representatives of this

Forum also attended meetings of the Joint

Commonwealth/States Committee (JCSC) and

the Professional Development Sub-Committee

(PDSC). Minutes of the meetings of the Tertiary

Providers indicated the breadth of the discussions

across such areas as:

♦ the development of English for Special

Purpose (ESP) courses;

♦ assessment of ESP courses;

♦ specific course materials for advanced levels;

♦ advanced learner pathways.

THE AMEP FROM 1997: THE

INTRODUCTION OF TENDERING

Until 1998 AMEP services were delivered
through quasi-contractual arrangements,
including Commonwealth/State
Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs),
between DIMA, State/Territory
government agencies and some tertiary
institutions. Details such as expected client
numbers, levels of service to be provided and
payment arrangements were negotiated
each year between DIMA and service
providers through Annual Operating Plans.

By 1995, it was clear that the existing

arrangements were no longer the best way to

purchase AMEP services. In the 1996–97

Commonwealth Budget context, the Hon Philip

Ruddock MP, Minister for Immigration and

Multicultural Affairs, announced that the AMEP

would be tendered in order to increase its

flexibility and make it better able to meet the

needs of its very wide range of clients and to

provide the best value for money.

THE HISTORY OF THE AMEP

State Provider

New South Wales The University of New South Wales 
Macquarie University
Newcastle Technical College
Sydney Technical College

Victoria Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology (RMIT)
LaTrobe University
Monash University
Northern Metropolitan College of TAFE

Queensland Queensland University of Technology
Brisbane College of Advanced Education

Western Australia Curtin University
Edith Cowan University
Perth Technical College

South Australia Centre for Applied Linguistics for the University of
South Australia
South Australian Institute of Technology

Australian Capital Canberra College of Advanced Education
Territory

Northern Territory Northern Territory University
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Tendering has brought about profound

changes to the delivery of AMEP services

including the appointment of an unprecedented

number of new service providers from the public,

private and community sectors.

The most radical changes occurred in New

South Wales where the long-standing service

provider, the Adult Migrant English Service

(AMES NSW) won two of the five contracts in a

consortium arrangement with the University of

NSW and, in rural areas, the Technical and

Further Education (TAFE) sector and the Board

of Adult Community Education (BACE) sector.

The remaining three contracts were won by a

consortium of new service providers, led by the

Australian Centre for Languages (ACL).

Members of the consortium were the universities

of Western Sydney and Wollongong, Macquarie

Community College, St George and Sutherland

Community College, Mission Australia and the

Kindergarten Union Children’s Services.

In Victoria, the five contracts were won by

consortia led by Adult Multicultural Education

Services (AMES Victoria), while two long-

standing providers, Northern Melbourne

Institute of TAFE (NMIT) and Royal Melbourne

Institute of Technology (RMIT), did not win

contracts. There were changes in other States

too, with new providers winning contracts in

Western Australia, Queensland and South

Australia. Table 7.2 (overleaf) shows the AMEP

service delivery arrangements post-tendering.

FURTHER CHANGES – AMEP RESEARCH

AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

The Government has spent around $17
million during the last ten years on
research and curriculum products for the

AMEP through the National Centre for
English Language Teaching and Research
(NCELTR) at Macquarie University.
NCELTR has operated as the AMEP’s Key
Centre of teaching and research since
1988. During this time it has provided a
range of high-quality research, teaching
and professional development activities
and publications and has undertaken
special projects in applied linguistics to
meet the needs of the AMEP.

The publication in August 1998 of a report

by Dr Andrew Lohrey of the

University of Tasmania

entitled Advice on AMEP

research and support needs in the

context of the post-tender

operating environment

represented the final stage of a

process to review the

operations of NCELTR and the

AMEP research function. The

process also included an earlier

evaluation review of NCELTR

by an international panel

chaired by Dr Terry Quinn of the University of

Melbourne.

Both reviews found that there was an

ongoing need for the AMEP to have a high-

quality centre for teaching and research within a

university or universities. They recommended

that a new five-year contract for such a centre

should be put out to competitive tender

immediately.

The tender process for the AMEP Research

Centre is scheduled to be completed during

1999, allowing a five-year contract with the

successful tenderer to begin on 1 January 2000.

Tendering has brought
about profound changes
to the delivery of AMEP
services including the
appointment of an
unprecedented number of
new service providers
from the public, private
and community sectors.
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State Contract Service provider Consortium 
members (where applicable)

NSW South-Western Sydney Australian Centre for Languages ACL, University of Western Sydney (Macarthur),
(ACL) Consortium Kindergarten Union Children’s

Services (KUCS)
South Sydney and Illawarra ACL Consortium ACL, University of Wollongong, Mission Australia (MA),

St George, Sutherland Community College and KUCS
Western Sydney ACL Consortium ACL, Macquarie Community College, MA, KUCS
Inner and Eastern Sydney Adult Migrant English Services AMES NSW, University of NSW Institute of

(AMES NSW) Consortium Languages, Lady Gowrie Child Services
Burwood, Hornsby, AMES NSW Consortium AMES, NSW TAFE, Lady Gowrie Child
Newcastle and rural NSW Services and Adult Community Education colleges in

rural NSW

Vic Central Region Yarra AMEP Consortium Adult Multicultural Education Services Victoria
(AMES Vic), Swinburne University of Technology,
Young Women’s Christian Association (YWCA), Free 
Kindergarten Association (FKA)

Southern Region Southern Cross AMEP Consortium AMES Vic, Holmesglen Institute of TAFE, YWCA, FKA
Northern Region Northern Language Services AMES Vic, LaTrobe University, Kangan Batman

AMEP Consortium Institute of TAFE, YWCA, FKA
Eastern Region Yarra Goulburn AMEP Consortium AMES Vic, Swinburne University of Technology,

Goulburn Ovens Institute of TAFE, YWCA, FKA
Western Region Maribyrnong AMEP Consortium AMES Vic, Kangan Batman Institute of TAFE,

YWCA, FKA 

WA Tuition ASLPR 0 to 1, West Coast College of TAFE
Distance Learning, (formerly WA AMES)
Home Tutor Scheme
Tuition ASLPR 1+ to 2 Central Metropolitan College of 

TAFE
Independent Assessment WA Dept of Training Overseas
Service Qualifications and Skills 

Recognition Unit

Qld All AMEP services TAFE Queensland Language and
throughout Qld Literacy Services
Centre-based tuition Hilton International College
Brisbane Central Business 
District
Centre-based tuition Gold Gold Coast College of Business
Coast

SA All AMEP services English Language and Literacy
throughout SA Services
Centre-based tuition LM Training Specialists Pty Ltd
Adelaide Central Business 
District

ACT All AMEP services Canberra Institute of Technology
throughout ACT

Tas All AMEP services Adult Migrant English Service 
throughout Tasmania Tasmania

NT All AMEP services Northern Territory University
throughout NT

TABLE 7.2 

AMEP SERVICE

DELIVERY

ARRANGEMENTS

POST-TENDERING.
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Has the AMEP made a difference to the
lives of the students who attended courses?
Has it made a contribution to the success of
the immigration program?

To answer these questions, and to see how

the experiences of the past 50 years can inform a

better future for the program, we need to look at

the themes of previous chapters – policy, clients,

teachers, curriculum, research and professional

development, and providers.

The individual accounts of clients in

Chapter 2 provide a clear basis for assuming the

value of the program, but it would also be

interesting to hear the views of those migrants

who arrived in Australia with limited English

and who did not enrol in the AMEP but learnt

English in other ways. All would, I am sure, agree

on the importance of learning English in order to

participate fully in Australian society.

While the preceding chapters describe the

development of the AMEP, they are by no means

the whole story. Everyone who has been involved

in the development of the AMEP since its

inception could add more information, or offer

further opinions as to how the program unfolded

over the years. This history is written from the

experience and perspective of one who was

involved for more than 25 years in the program as

a teacher and manager. I have acknowledged my

gratitude to many of my colleagues who have

provided me with assistance and I also seek to

acknowledge the reality of my omissions. I would

like to encourage others to write about their

experiences or to tell me about the shortcomings

of the description so that the story of the AMEP

can be made complete.

I can be contacted at

shirley.martin@dse.vic.gov.au

CHANGES

In researching this book, I observed that the aims

and objectives of the program changed from time

to time and reflected the changes in the political

and socioeconomic environment. However, as

the program’s mission statements from 1947 to

1997 show, the program was principally aimed at

providing courses in general English to assist the

migrant to settle quickly into our community and

to gain employment.

1947

Aims: 1. To teach the student to understand and

speak colloquial English used by the

average Australian.

2. To give the student a reasonable com-

mand of written English.

3. To advise the student about the

Australian way of life.

1979

The Adult Migrant Education Program provides a

range of English language learning opportunities and

information about Australia through a strategy of:

♦ on-arrival initial settlement education program

activities for recently arrived migrants and

refugees;

♦ a variety of on-going program activities at

various levels for earlier arrivals and for persons

who have completed the on-arrival program.

1997

The AMEP ensures that migrants have access to

English language education soon after their arrival

in Australia. Clients receive tuition in a

competency-based curriculum that helps them to

199
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develop the language and literacy skills they need to

participate in the community, seek and maintain

employment and undertake further education and

training as required.

As outlined below, the themes of teaching

English for settlement and employment continue

to drive the AMEP.

AMEP POLICY DEVELOPMENT

Until the mid-1980s, everyone who wanted to

learn English was encouraged to apply for the

general English courses which were available in

all States. However, there was no accurate

estimate of the numbers of migrants who might or

might not access the courses and there was

limited publicity and promotion of the

importance of learning English.

This position was re-examined as teachers,

administrators and researchers began to identify

the real extent of the need for English language

tuition and the fact that existing levels of funding

were inadequate to meet the demand. The last

decade has shown the ways in which this problem

has been further addressed, both directly and

indirectly. These included research into

establishing priorities of need; legislation to set

the entitlement to 510 hours of English language

tuition; changes in immigration policy as

reflected in the numbers of migrants and refugees

entering under each category; re-definition of the

parameters of the AMEP; the sharing of the

responsibility for settlement issues; and the

introduction of competitive tendering.

Three major issues which emerge and are

described in this book are:

♦ the recurring efforts to re-define the AMEP

and focus it on initial settlement;

♦ the question of mainstreaming the program

rather than maintaining it as a separate

educational program;

♦ the relationship of curriculum development

and shifts in policy.

These three issues are closely linked and can be

identified at various times in the development of

the AMEP. When the program was initiated in

the late 1940s it was designed for the newcomers;

the Government of the day felt no responsibility

for providing English language instruction for

those who had immigrated to Australia before

this time. It was not seen as a long term initiative

and no thought was given to the services being

provided as part of mainstream education

(although the children of migrant families were

expected to be catered for within the school

system). The aim was to teach the newcomers

English and to place them in employment; little

attention was directed to the complexities of

settling into a new country. The majority had

been contracted before embarkation to work for

two years wherever needed in the Government’s

plans for national post-war development.

Thrown into immediate contact with Australian

communities, new migrants often found that the

settlement process was one of trial and error.

As the migration program grew so did the

need to consider aspects other than English

language instruction. A case in point in the early

years was the need to cater for the families of

those migrants who were sent to isolated

locations to work; another was the need for

Government assistance in finding

accommodation and an increasing demand for

information on a wide range of settlement issues.

These aspects were taken up and administrated in

other sections of the Department of Immigration.

THE HISTORY OF THE AMEP
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KEEPING SETTLEMENT AS THE DRIVING FORCE

By the late 1970s external factors were

influencing the program parameters. In an

occasional paper published by the Clearing

House on Migration Issues (CHOMI) written on

behalf of the Good Neighbour Council of

Victoria, Peter Wilkinson (1978) included in his

recommendations that:

in general, the content of Adult Migrant

Education courses be updated so that while English

language instruction still remains the core, consid-

erable emphasis should also be given to social ori-

entation, and preparation for entry into the

workforce and/or educational system.

The establishment of such community centres as

CHOMI in 1974 indicated a growing community

interest in migrant affairs and in the provision of

reference materials for welfare workers, teachers,

students and other government bodies on the

background culture of immigrant groups in

Australia, their settlement needs and problems

associated with the migration process.

As Cumming (1998) suggested, this is the

educational service orientation, one which was

affiliated with immigration policy and was seen as

necessary for education and cultural adaptation. It

emerged in Australia in the 1970s and was

strengthened by the research into the field of

TESOL which heralded a time of growth. As

outlined in previous chapters, the impact of the

Galbally Report (1978) and the Campbell Report

(1985) led to significant changes in the AMEP.

The program which had expanded to cater

for the ESL needs of long term residents as well as

new arrivals was re-defined and divided into on-

arrival and ongoing segments. The re-definition

still meant that the AMEP continued to attempt

to provide services to all applicants. The on-

arrival courses were of 300 hours and included

information in the students’ first languages, while

the ongoing program provided a pathway for

further English language learning opportunities.

This was when the AMEP established itself

as a world leader in the provision of learner-

centred adult ESL programs. It was a time when

Australia had moved from a policy of

assimilation through integration into

multiculturalism. Services for migrants had

multiplied across all sectors of Government but

as the demand continued to grow, concerns about

whose responsibility it was to fund the services

became more apparent.

While the AMEP providers in each State

and Territory provided the bulk of adult English

language programs, other educational providers

also introduced ESL programs to meet demand

and to assist students to succeed in mainstream

courses. Many migrants, particularly women,

chose to study English through the local network

of neighbourhood houses and TAFE access

programs. The AIMA Report (1982), while

supporting the new intensive program for new

arrivals, queried whether such programs in

themselves maintained, rather than changed, the

neglect of migrant needs by general service

providers.

The recent tendering of AMEP provision

has introduced new providers to the program

and, as students gain a wider choice in where

they learn English, it will be interesting to

observe any changes in the pattern of delivery. In

the view of George Lekakis, President of the

Ethnic Communities Council of Victoria (1998)

the bottom line for many community groups with

an interest in migrant education is the provision
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of ESL for adults in a quality program with

appropriate resources including staff and

materials. It does not fundamentally matter as to

who delivers the service.

It would appear that one key factor in the

continued delivery of an AMEP settlement

program is the importance of acknowledging the

settlement needs of new arrivals. These may

relate to settlement information or may be

related to specific needs, for example the needs of

refugee and humanitarian entrants who have

suffered torture or trauma and who require

specialised assistance in order to gain the

optimum value from the AMEP. Teachers in the

AMEP have expertise in recognising the specific

needs of students and integrating programs to

allow for successful settlement outcomes within

the curriculum.

Joe Lo Bianco (1998) in an article entitled

ESL… is it migrant literacy?…is it history? states:

The Child ESL Program (and the Adult Migrant

Education Program) are immensely productive

public interventions. They allow Australia to say

that immigration policy is accompanied by

appropriate settlement policy. ESL policies have

assisted in reducing inequalities of opportunity and

life chances. ESL policy is a critically important

element in social cohesion and national

communication.

Such comments serve to underline the unique

part the AMEP has played in the development of

multicultural Australia as it is today but it also

underlines the fact that continued development

can be affected by changes in government policy.

The AMEP is not, as it was in 1948, the only

program offering English language opportunities

for migrants. It must be recognised that the

teaching of English as a second or foreign

language has become an important part in the

program offered in all education sectors.

CLIENTS

The Australian Government’s continuing

commitment to an immigration policy that is

non-discriminatory on grounds of race, ethnicity,

nationality, gender and religion has delivered to

our shores individuals from some 200 countries.

Today, almost one-quarter of all Australians were

born overseas; over two million come from non-

English speaking regions.

The fact that there have been no formal

educational entry requirements to the AMEP

makes it a unique program that must be client

focused in all its facets. As refugees and family

migrants have comprised the bulk of AMEP

clients in the past, and will continue to do so in

the future, the AMEP must continue to be

flexible to cater for peoples from all nations,

home languages, backgrounds, age, gender and

education levels. While their circumstances may

be varied, these clients all share the same

objective – to quickly learn sufficient English to

get on with their lives in Australia.

As the accounts from clients in Chapter 2

illustrate, the AMEP has helped clients to meet

this goal, and in doing so, has made a difference

to the quality of their lives in Australia.

TEACHERS

Teachers have been the driving force behind the

AMEP’s progress over its 50 years. Those early

pioneers – people like Lyall Fricker, the first

AMEP teacher in South Australia, and Mona

Plunkett and David Miller from the Bonegilla

Commonwealth Immigration Centre – were part

of an elite group drawn from the teaching

THE HISTORY OF THE AMEP
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profession to pioneer teaching ESL to adults.

As the complexities of their and their

successors’ task emerged, it became clear that a

professional, appropriately qualified workforce

was required. Under the influence of major reports

such as Galbally (1978) and Campbell (1985), the

Department funded increased opportunities for

professional development of teachers within the

program. Educational systems responded with the

development and implementation of appropriate

post-graduate courses.

CURRICULUM

In writing about the development of language

curricula within the general learner-centred

philosophy which emerged as an offspring of

communicative language learning, Nunan

(1988) said that:

a central tenet is that a learner-centred philosophy

entails differentiated curricula for different learner

types, and that within educational systems

subscribing to such a philosophy it is the classroom

practitioner who will bear the major burden for

curriculum development.

In fact, curriculum products developed by

teachers from classroom practice and quality

research have been the guiding beacons of the

AMEP. From its early days– using texts such as

English for newcomers to Australia, first published

in 1948, the ABC Radio series For new

Australians, the television series You say the word

and the video series Hello Australia, to more

contemporary products such as the interactive

videodiscs The Aussie barbie, the Certificate of

Spoken and Written English curriculum

framework, the distance learning product It’s over

to you and, most recently, the Virtual ILC

developed by AMES Victoria– the AMEP has

been at the forefront of the development and use

of high quality curriculum products.

More recently, the AMEP, in line with the

broader vocational education and training sector,

has focused on competency-based training. Burns

(1996) comments on the dramatic policy and

curriculum changes which occurred in the early

1990s as changes in the economy, in the

organisation of the workplace and in society

provided the context for reform in vocational

education and training in Australia:

A major element for the AMEP, in addition to the

changed funding base and the focus on migration

settlement only, was the introduction of accredited

competency-based training. Competency-based

training focuses on what competencies learners can

perform as the result of learning rather than on the

time spent in learning and overall language

proficiency.

RESEARCH AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Since the early 1980s, the AMEP has had a

strong research and professional development

record. In the last decade the AMEP has spent

about $15 million on research through the

National Centre for English Language Teaching

and Research (NCELTR) at Macquarie

University. Research has focused on issues arising

from classroom observation and practice, with

particular emphasis on teaching practice arising

from working in a competency-based curriculum

framework and computer assisted language

learning.

In the last two years, two independent

reviews on AMEP research by Quinn (1997) and

Lohrey (1998) confirmed that an AMEP centre

for teaching and research would best meet the

AMEP’s need for ESL research, professional
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development, evaluation, resource and

information services and curriculum and materials

development. The Government has accepted this

recommendation and a tender process for an

AMEP Research Centre is to begin in 1999.

PROVIDERS

Throughout its history, the presence of strong

administrative structures to deliver the AMEP

have been major contributors to the program.

These structures – beginning with the call by the

Department of Immigration’s Office of Education

for temporary instructors for Commonwealth

Immigration Centres in 1984; to the

Commonwealth/State Agreements in 1951

which saw AMEP delivery handed to State

governments; to tertiary institutions such as the

Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology; to the

post-AMEP tender arrangements in 1998 which

involve a range of public and private sector

providers including universities, TAFEs,

community colleges and childcare providers –

have all contributed to providing a flexible and

accessible AMEP program.

The administrative structures have changed

to meet the emerging needs of clients, ensuring

that they can access classes and other flexible

delivery options in areas where they live and

work. For example, the recent (1998) entry of

small private sector AMEP providers in

Queensland has seen groups who have

traditionally not taken up their AMEP

entitlement – such as elderly Chinese people in

Brisbane and Japanese migrants on the Gold

Coast– enrol in classes.

INTO THE NEXT 50 YEARS

As this book illustrates, the 50th anniversary of

the Adult Migrant English Program is a time for

recording and celebrating the program’s

achievements. But it is also a time for looking to

the future and examining how the AMEP can

best meet the challenges that lie ahead as it enters

its next 50 years.

And these challenges are clear. If the AMEP

is to continue to make a difference in the lives of

students and to contribute to the nation-building

process, it requires the continued commitment of

Government to support and fund program

delivery.

If the AMEP is to continue to be a leader in

the development of ESL programs, it will be

necessary for AMEP teachers and managers to

acknowledge the work of all providers in the ESL

field and to liaise with ethnic communities in

order to play a part in the policy process at local,

state and national levels. The strength of the

program in the future may well depend on the

collaboration of all involved in the field of ESL

teaching and learning. Through professional

networks such as the State associations of the

Australian Council of TESOL Associations

(ACTA), teachers are already considering the re-

positioning of ESL in the new millennium. With

the potential of technology such collaboration

and development may be not only national but

international.

As noted above, the strength of the AMEP is

its teachers –  a highly qualified, professional and

compassionate workforce. To maintain this high

standard, the AMEP must continue to attract

teachers. It can do this by providing an

innovative program, flexible approaches to

delivery and a world-class reputation.

The AMEP has always been supported by

high quality curriculum products. As the new

contractual arrangements come into effect, the
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program must retain the capacity to fund

investment in curriculum products.

High standards in research must also be

maintained. The AMEP must continue to

undertake research which demonstrably arises

from classroom practice and keeps the program at

the forefront of ESL research, both domestically

and internationally.

AMEP providers have already demonstrated

that they are flexible and responsive to client

needs. Their challenge now is to make the

program even more effective by improving the

program reach (the extent to which clients take

up their entitlement to 510 hours of English

language provision, currently at 67.9 per cent);

retaining clients (family migrants stay an average

of 305 hours, refugees stay 385 hours); and

improving English language proficiency for

AMEP students completing their 510 hour

entitlement.

The AMEP’s gateway to the next 50 years is

‘The AMEP: 50 Years of Nation Building’. This

international conference, held in Melbourne in

February 1999, was designed to provide a lasting

benefit to the AMEP as the deliberations helped

to inform thinking in the English language

industry, both within Australia and

internationally. The conference also provided a

vehicle for developing some new strategic

thinking for the AMEP – assisting it to serve the

community with continued excellence into the

new millennium.

AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT POLICY

The underlying philosophy of the AMEP and its

future direction accord with the basic tenets of

the Government’s immigration and

multicultural affairs policies:

♦ Immigration policy – a continuing

commitment to an immigration policy that is

wholly non-discriminatory on grounds of race,

ethnicity, nationality, gender and religion and

seeks to balance Australia’s social, economic,

humanitarian and environmental needs and

objectives.

♦ Multicultural policy – a continuing

commitment to ensuring Australia’s cultural

diversity is a unifying force in the interests of

both the individual and society as a whole.

♦ English language – the capacity to speak

English is one of the most important skills that

new migrants can acquire.

♦ Settlement programs – to develop settlement

programs that are:

– service and outcome focused

– run by competent and accountable

managers and operators

– designed to respond to objectively assessed

needs

– inclusive insofar as they engage the local

community

– give priority to refugee and humanitarian

entrants.

SUMMING UP

I believe it is fair to say that the AMEP has

indeed made a difference – to the lives of the

students who attended courses, to Australia’s

immigration program, and to Australia’s

international reputation.

Launching a year of celebrations to mark the

AMEP’s 50th anniversary in Melbourne in May

1998, the Honourable Philip Ruddock, Minister

for Immigration and Multicultural Affairs,

acknowledged the reputation the AMEP has

earned over the last 50 years:
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The AMEP is acknowledged as a world leader and

Australia’s most important migrant settlement

program. It has made a major contribution to our

nation-building process, to the successful settlement

of non-English speaking migrants and refugees, and

the maximisation of Australia’s cultural diversity.
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